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PREFACE
The technique of social surveying and the technology of

social surveys have developed so recently and so rapidly that a

thoro analysis of them is impossible. It is the purpose of the

author to present, from his limited experience as a social sur-

veyor, and from a rather extended study of social surveys, the

evolution, methods, and value of the social survey. Practically

no organizations or communities attempt to project programs of

social welfare or social efficiency without first making some

sort of a survey of the social situation with which the program

is to deal. This bulletin should be of assistance to them in re-

alizing their desire to know the conditions of their communities

better. Chapter I is an attempt to introduce them to the pur-

poses of the social survey. Chapter II describes the origins

and evolution of the survey idea and survey methods and should

thus give the reader a more comprehensive appreciation of the

purpose of social surveys. Chapters III and IV are attempts

to equip the reader with a beginning knowledge of just how
to go about making a social survey. The appendix should be

studied in conjunction with these chapters. Chapter V pre-

sents some things of theoretical value to be derived from the

social survey. The bulletin is published with the hope that it

will serve as a manual for social surveyors who want to do

actual field work. It is a portion of a thesis presented to the

Graduate School of the University of Missouri in 1918 in par-

tial fulfillment for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Columbia, Missouri C. C. T.

September, 1919
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CHAPTER I

What Is The Social Survey

The social survey is new. Its very rapid rise and immense

popularity almost designate it as a fad. The prominent part it

has recently played in reform movements suggests that it may
be a sort of new religion. Its wide revelations and vivid pictures

of things previously but dimly known makes it operate as quite a

definite regulative agency in the community where it is made.

Its searching analysis and popular methods of description indi-

cate that it may be a valuable method of sociological investi-

gation. Some of the promoters of social surveys have recog-

nized the elements of the fad, the craze, and religion in the

survey movement and have begun to call a halt upon the possi-

bility of its becoming a mere reformers' creed, an outlet for re-

ligious zeal, or a sort of community clairvoyancy which is hav-

ing its day.^

Is the social survey merely a new medium for the dis-

charge of religious and reform energy which has suddenly been

turned from church formalism and religious charity to human-
ity, and has taken as its creed welfare and efficiency? Or is

it the natural and inevitable perfection of a method for dis-

covering facts about which the people of this age have imore or

less naturally become concerned? These questions may be in-

capable of satisfactory answers simply because both these ele-

ments are inextricably bound up in the survey movement. One
fact is clear, however, namely: the social survey did not appear

'

suddenly, unannounced and from nowhere. It has developed.

It is a movement. It has gained steadily, tho rapidly in popu- i

larity. Its perfection of technique and technology has steadily

increased. Its influence upon reform programs and clear think-

ing in general has already become evident in many fields of

social enterprise.

^Thompson, C. W., Rural Surveys, Publications of the American Sociological
Society, Vol. XI, 1916, 132.
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It is the claim of social surveyors that the novelty of the

social survey is merely its power to discover and set forth ob-

jectively social facts and situations in such a way as to be of

interest to the immediate community and often to the public at

large; that surveys are the expression of a desire on the part of

the people to ascertain what ails their community;^ that it is

just as necessary for organizations or communities, as it is for

men, to know themselves;^ that men and communities are learn-

ing the need of skillful diagnosis; that the social survey is

diagnostic in that it is a stock-taking of facts regarding the

problems about which the sociologist and social worker are

concerned;* "that it is a community study which applies a

thoro scientific method to social and economic phenomena in

order to secure data upon which to base a scientific program

for future community building."^ It also is the belief of sur-

veyors that the survey has grown popular and effective thru

the medium of "pitiless publicity" of bald facts. When, how-

ever, it may be asked, did the mere publicity of facts become

so powerful? Newspapers have been published for a century.

Books have been read for a ntunber of centuries, and investiga-

tions of social facts and situations have gone on for no one

knows how long. Professor R. E. Park contends that the sur-

vey movement, which he says preceded the social surveyor and

the social survey itself, took definite form only when two

particular streams of public interest—the welfare and the effi-

ciency movements—united, some three decades ago.^ Their

union was first announced through the muckraking episode of

twenty or twenty-five years ago. The muckrakers took it upon

themselves to generate public concern about public affairs. In

1871, when the New York Times began its attack upon Tweed,

muckraking really began. The interest generated by this inci-

dent was followed in the two succeeding decades by a gradual

^Davis, W. L., A Community Welfare Week. 1.

M Community Survey cf the 2\st Ward, The City Club Bulletin. Chicago,

Vol. VI, No. 5, 86.

'Schneider, F. The Relation of The Social Survey to Public Health, 4.

"Preston, Josephine, Educational Surveys, Rural Life Conference of State

College of Washington, 1913, 8.

'References to Professor Park's ideas are based on a course he gives at

Chicago University in "Social Surveys" and not to any publication.
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tho marked development of public concern about similar social

situations. People became convinced that .municipal corruption

was a normal result of party machine organization; that Tam-
many and similar rings were literally organized societies; that

Tweed himself was a representative of a system; that the the-

ory of "put the rascals out" was not accomplishing anything

more than a change of administrations with the same problems

presenting themselves over and over again. The stoiy of the

development thru these twenty years is but the history of a

public's growing interest in itself. The issue concerning Tweed
and Tammany was only an index to what was happening in a

less pronounced way thruout the whole nation. Previous to

the incidents just referred to there is little evidence that commu-
nities recognized such things as these as phases or aspects of

their own social life. In the late seventies and early eighties

articles began to appear in the popular magazines calling atten-

tion to vital facts of immediate public interest. The Century

Magazine, for instance, ran quite a series of articles on Civil

Service Reform in 1882. The Atlantic Monthly, in 1880, be-

gan calling attention to the value of such comparative studies

as that of E. C. Wines upon "The State of Prisons and Child

Saving Institutions in The Civilized World." There was scarcely

an issue of Harper's Magazine in the late seventies, which did

not contain an article on Compulsory Education, Vice Condi-

tions, Defectives and Delinquents, Sanitation, and similar social

issues. Other magazines, such as the North American Review
and the Arena, which had already made it a part of their

policy to stimulate interest in and furnish knowledge concern-

ing these problems, increased the space given to these matters

about this time. An analysis of the material appearing in ten

leading American magazines between 1870 and 1890 reveals, by

actual count, almost twice as many articles, of the nature refer-

red to above, in the five year period just following and includ-

ing 1880 as appeared in the five year period preceding 1880. A
further and even more interesting fact is that the nature of the

subjects treated in these publications in the fifteen years follow-

ing 1880 were far more specific in their treatment of social
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facts and issues than were articles treating of these same facts

and issues in the fifteen years preceding 1880/

P" Between 1870 and 1890 the greatest gain that has yet been

made in American newspaper circulation took place. The

period of the so-called "new journalism" had come in. There

was a change from the old political and editorial type of news-

paper to that of the reporting type. Great improvements had

been made in the technology of printing. The linotype was in-

vented in 1884. Chemical processes of treating wood pulp de-

veloped in the eighties. Publishers could buy as much paper

for one dollar in 1890 as they could for ten dollars in 1870.

The total circulation of all American newspapers increased from

20,842,475 in 1870 to 31,177,924 in 1880 and to over three

billion in 1890.^ All this occasioned the daily newspapers to be

read by probably ten times as many people in 1890 as they were

in 1870. J. L. Laughlin said in an article in the Atlantic

Monthly, in 1885, "We are a newspaper reading people .... We
discuss the issues which concern national welfare. There are

few people who do not have some definite opinion about the

present coinage of silver dollars, the protective tariff . .
.® He

could not have asserted this two decades before, when the cir-

culation of daily newspapers was less than one one-hundredth

of what it was at the time he wrote, and when it was weeks

between the issuance of the news and its being read by people

in the more remote sections of the country. It was also in

this decade that the United States Census took on a wider sig-

nificance as a body of social data. The formal census of 1870

contained 156 schedules, that of 1880 contained 19,919 sched-

ules.^" It was the census of 1880 that contained, for the first

time, data concerning the insane, pauper and criminal classes.

Special investigations and publications of the data in these

fields were first published in bulletin form during the first

decade of the present century. A number of significant arti-

'The author attempted to make a comparative analysis of these articles and

found that three-sevenths of them were presenting facts or opinions about social

conditions which have since been objects of social surveys.

'American Newspaj^cr Directory, 1879 to 1908, Geo. P. Revell and Company.

•J. L. Laughlin, The Atlantic Monthly, 826, (June 188S).

"Wright, C. D. and Hunt, W. C, History and Growth of the United States

Census from 1790-1890, 87.
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cles, books and published investigations appeared in the early

nineties which added greatly to the public's interest in itself.

General Booth's, Darkest England and the Way Out, appeared

in 1891. Jacob A. Riis also began to publish his books at about

this time: The Children of the Poor (1892), How the Other

Half Lives (1890), The Battle zmth the Slum (1902). The

City Wilderness, a Study of South End, Boston, by Robert A.

Woods, was published in 1898. Ida ]\I. Tarbell's History of

The Standard Oil Company came out in 1903. Lincoln Stef-

fens' The Shame uf the Cities was published in 1904. Thomas
W. Lawson's Frenzied Finance appeared in the same year as

did also Altgeld's The Cost of Something for Nothing. Jane Ad-

dams' Democracy and Social Ethics had appeared two years

previously. Washington Gladden, Josiah Strong, John Hobson,

C. R. Henderson and others of their type began their careers

as writers and investigators in the nineties. Special census in-

vestigations were made regularly. The Experimental Bureau

of Municipal Research had been established in 1896. Seth

Low in his administration as mayor of Brooklyn from 1881 to

1885 had stirred New York with the ideal of business effi-

ciency in city government. Municipal accounting had become a

profession. The Russell Sage Foundation had been founded

for welfare and investigational purposes, and the Municipal

Reference Bureau had taken the formal and definite purpose of

educating for m.unicipal efficiency. It was therefore natural

that out of so well defined a body of sentiment and so many
similar lines of improvement and just at the close of the heyday

of muckraking,^^ a great piece of social investigation should

grow. And it was further natural in 1908, when this investi-

gation—the Pittsburgh Survey—was planned, that it should at-

tempt to weld into one the ideals of efficiency and welfare.

The investigation was carried forward with this purpose in

mind. Professor Park says: "What bridges efficiency and so-

cial welfare together is that they use the same methods and
each in its very nature implies the motive of the other." Since

the Pittsburgh Survey the movement has developed so rapidly

"There was hardly a magazine between 1900 and 1905 in which there did not
appear muckraking articles more or less regularly.
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that it would be impossible even to list the surveys which have

been made. It is probable that more surveys are in progress

at this time than have been published thus far.

If the social survey is a fad it bids fair to rival the wildest

one of all time. If it is a religion it has caught the attention

of the efficiency worshipers as well as that of the reformers.

If, however, it is something more fundamental than either of

these it must have back of it forces and factors even more
vital and compelling than this body of developing sentiment we
have just described. The writer believes it has such a funda-

mental background. What might be called "modern municipal

problems" had arisen during the period covered in the above

sketch. Great American cities had come into existence. In

1880 one person out of every four of our population lived in

cities; novv- one out of every two live in cities. The greatest

advances in city growth came between 1880 and 1890 during

which decade there was an increase of 49.5 per cent in the

population of cities of over twenty-five thousand inhabitants.^'^

V/elfare problems have increased immensely with the increase

in size of cities and with their changing type of inhabitants.

Besides eighteen cities of over twenty-five thousand population

having doubled their numbers between 1900 and 1910 there was
a growing percentage of these populations that was not native

born. Only fourteen cities in the United States with one hun-

dred thousand population or m.ore had one-half American white

populations in 1910. New York had 40.41 per cent foreign

born and an added 38.21 per cent more who had foreign born

parents." Josiah Strong says: "In New York City there are

sixty-six languages spoken, eighteen in one block, while twenty-

six nationalities are represented in a single public school.""

The tide of immigration pouring into these cities swung from
North Europe to South Europe in the eighties.^' Municipal

problems, more acute than we had ever known before, immedi-
ately presented themselves for solution because of the two great

"Twelfth Census of U. S. 1900 Vol. 1 Ixxi.

"Beard, Chas. A., American City Government, 24, 26.

"Strong, Josia, The Challenge of the City, 149.

^^Annual Report of the Commissioner General of Immigration, 1914 (Charts
and Statistics following. 156.)
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factors we have just mentioned. If social consciousness, like

individual consciousness, arises when some vital adjustment is

imperative/*^ it seems evident that American municipal con-

sciousness was destined to appear within this period. It did

appear and took form in the efficiency and welfare movements

which together have made up the survey movement, or the

spirit of the survey, so to speak. If this spirit has at times

outrun the real function of the survey it is because the popular

element of the fad has developed more rapidly than have the

scientific technique and machinery of surveying, and not be-

cause the social survey does not have a function more funda-

mental than that of merely being popular.

As a welfare movement the Social Survey finds that it

must get the ear of the public. As an efficiency movement it

finds that it must enlist the participation of the public. There-

fore, the function and the popularity of the Social Survey do

not stand opposed but rather as complementary to each other.

The one is the essential element in the other's success and thus

in the ultimate success of the survey itself. The Social Survey

probably never would have developed had it had as its function

merely the gathering of "facts for facts' sake," altho it would

have been largely worth while had it had no other purpose.

It needed something that would be recognized as more vital and

more interesting to the immediate public. The welfare and ef-

ficiency movements with their demand for skillful diagnosis

;

the charity workers with their insistence upon case methods;

the ever-driving need of problems to be solved and the public's

growing interest in the solution of these problems, have been

the great motives for the development of the social survey, and

for the development of a technique and technolog}^ even more

interesting than the sentiment which we have been discussing.

The conscious purpose of most of the recent surveys has

probably been to stimulate com.munity introspection. Commu-

nities make surveys or permit surveys to be made of themselves

for the sake of detecting their faults, to discover the basis of

some immediate or ultimate community enterprise, or simply for

the sake of knowing themselves better. The earliest elements,

i^Elwood, C. A., Introduction to Social Psychology, 59, 152.
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as we have noted, vv-ere muckraking propaganda. Lincoln Stef-

fens in his study of the seven American cities, which furnished

the data for 77?^ Shome of the Cities, and Ida Tarbell in her in-

vestigation of Standard Oil, did clever pieces of social detective

work. Page after page of the Pittsburgh Survey is mere muck-

raking.^^ Many of the most recent survey reports are intro-

duced by such statements as the following: "This pamphlet

seeks to give an answer as to whether the churches in the

villages and open country are effectively giving impetus for

every m.ovement of rural advance ;"^^ "The survey idea was

applied to rural communities largely for the purpose of inves-

tigating institutions which have ceased to function adequately ;^®

"Wherever made, the legitimate purpose of the survey is to

bring about a more economic use of money and equipment and

a better adaptation of educational agencies to educational

needs. "-° Practically all special investigations which preceded

the survey had this element of faultfinding and detection in

them. It was therefore natural that the first social surveys

were surveys of abnormal conditions. As noted above, the so-

cial survey is a diagnosis and diagnoses are called for when

something is felt or seen to be wrong. Sanitary, health and

educational surveys, which have been financed by certain com-

munities, have at times evoked the harshest criticisms from the

city officials and the common citizens because they have re-

vealed unpleasant facts about the living conditions and social

organization of the community. Without question, in more re-

cent years, there has been a gradual shifting from this detective i i

type of investigation toward that of a more constructive nature.

Facts of maladjustment are still uncovered but together with

them, facts of merit also appear. Facts pictured as "glaring

evils and startling injustices" which were to "be found on every

"The examples of this tendency are so numerous in the Pittsburgh Survey

that no quotations are attempted. An index to the tendency can be found from

pages 3 to 6 of the volume on the Pittsburgh District.

^'Wilson, W. H. and Felton R. A., Ohio Rural Life Survey, (Southeastern

Ohio,) 5.

"Riddell, W. A., Rural Survey of Turtle Mountain District, Manitoba, 7.

^^Mahoney, J., Some Foreign Educational Surveys, 4.
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hand" were of dominant interest to the Pittsburgh surveyors. ^^

The following quotations are indicative of the purpose of some

of the best modern surveyors: "The project was undertaken in

order to learn significant facts of living conditions in the com-

munity, to make recommendations where creative action is

needed, and to acquaint the general citizenship with both facts

and needs."^^ "In the survey the aim has been to ascertain and

display the facts, present the actual conditions, bring into high

relief the most striking features, whether good or bad, and make

clear a program or policy for the future."'^ "The purpose of

this survey was constructive. It was not aimed to humiliate

but to improve."'* It has largely come to be the rule that citi-

zens of the community who are interested in the project which

is to be promoted upon the basis of the findings of the investi-

gation are themselves assistants in the survey. The community

becomes self-conscious by means of self-discovery.

The social survey not only reveals the problems of the

community but often reveals the community itself. Most peo-

ple live surrounded by a social environment which they take

for granted and are part of innumerable social situations which

they assume to be "just natural." An individual lives as a

neighbor to one man and at cross purposes with another with-

out seeking deeper than the subjective causes. Therefore, peo-

ple within a given section live more or less intimately together

and more or less isolated from the people of other sections but

never discover why. Dr. Warren H. Wilson was probably the

first to attempt to outline the functional community when he

defined it as "a team haul." Professor C. J. Galpin of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, has since made a very careful and thoro

diagnosis of rural human relationships, with the result that he

has discovered what he calls, "the social anatomy of an agri-

cultural community," and has demonstrated a method by which

others may do the same thing. School, church, soil and farm

management surveys state their purposes to be the finding of

-^The Pittsburgh District, 7 Eusscll Sage Fdt., 1907.

"Potter, Z. L. et al, The Newburg Survey, 4.

^'Riddell, V/. A. et al, Rural Survey County of Huron, Ontario, S.

"'Potter, Z. L. et al, The Newburg Snrz'cy, 4.
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the functional relationships of specific communities. Doctor

Wilson started this idea, as we have said, by attempting to find

the real boundaries of community life.^^ Professor Galpin

demonstrated the possibility of finding not only the boundaries

but the functional relationships of community life and organiza-

tion.^^ The conviction has become quite universal among sur-

veyors that the social survey is capable of revealing phenomena

that "are embedded in the common life" of a given community

of people. ^^ They believe that it "defines and expresses local

situations, and focuses public attention on them" more com-

pletely than any previous type of investigation has done.^* They

believe, in fact, that it discovers the community by actually

tracing the fibers of the community organization, or we might

almost say, community organism. Social surveyors operate

upon the conviction that every citizen should know his own
community and that such knowledge on his part will result

in his taking a deeper interest in the community's welfare.

They are convinced that what is called a "social diagnosis," is

necessary before any positive program can be carried forward.^®

They believe that thoughtful people appreciate the fact that

community comparison is an essential basis for scientific com-

munity building and progress, and that some such thing as the

survey is an essential in furnishing the facts upon which any

such comparison can be made.^° Surveys have practically

always been made for the sake of gaining a knowledge of com-

munity conditions ; to reveal that knowledge to the citizens

;

and to make recommendations for future action. Surveys have

been used just as the physician uses his diagnosis or the

geodetic surveyor uses his analysis.^^ They are different only

in their scope. That is, they are not a single line of investiga-

tion, a single diagnosis, or single analysis. Rather, the social

^*Wilson, W. H., Evolution of the Country Community, 91.

"Galpin, C. J., Social Anatomy of An Agricultural Community, 1, 2.

"Kellogg, P. U., The Social Survey, IS.

^'Schneider, F., The Relation of the Social Survey to Public Health Au-

thorities, 4.

2"Curtis, F. R., Collection of Survey Material, 3, 4.

»*Groves, E. R., Rural Life Conference, State College of Washington, 1913

3-4.

"Fclton, R. A., The Study of a Rural Parish, S.
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survey is a composite of investigations. Mr. Zenas L. Potter

says : "A distinction is made between an investigation and a

survey. The investigation is a study of a problem that is a

unit. The survey is a group of such investigations, the prob-

lems of which knot themselves together into community prob-

lems."^^

Social surveys imay be made indefinitely for the purpose

of detection, or as a basis for social action and social programs.

Each will help the citizen to know his community better, and

this result alone will justify the making of any or all surveys.

Social surveys have been made, however, for purposes other

than these two just mentioned. A limited number have been

undertaken for the sole purpose of discovering facts. Such are

the surveys made by instructors in agricultural colleges and else-

where wli,o desire more specific information in their particular

fields of scientific research. The surveyor in this case merely

wants to find out the general living conditions of this or that

type of community. He may want to compare urban conditions

with rural conditions, industrial with residential conditions, one

community with another, one section of a community with an-

other section of the same community, or numerous other con-

ditions and situations. It is not that he wants to carry thru

any immediate program, not that he desires to find fault or de-

tect any abnormal thing, but that he, as a sociologist, economist

or citizen, wants a better knowledge of the social and economic

facts of typical communities. The writer believes that the so-

cial survey has both unconsciously and consciously developed

a method of discovering and revealing these facts. He believes

further that social surveyors are operating both consciously and

unconsciously toward the development of a definite standard-

ized method of social research and investigation.

Certain questions might be raised, however, by those who
believe that the social surveyors are following a imere fad, and

especially might these questions be asked by scientific men.

First, does the social survey furnish typical facts, that is, does

it establish the hypothetical typical community, the typical social

situation—facts and conditions from which we can generalise

f

"Potter, Z- L., The Social Survey, 2.
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The following quotations are indicative of the surveyors' an-

swers.

"White County is typical not only of a very considerable

section of southern Illinois, but is equally typical of wide sec-

tions of those states by which Illinois is bounded on the south-

east and southwest."^^

"In response to certain requests the county church work

undertook to survey a typical county in western Oregon."^*

"The Bureau of Social Surveys has made an inquiry into

the actual extent of misery in five typical blocks of as many
different districts of the city where such helplessness seems to

prevail."^^

"This district was chosen because it appeared on examina-

tion to be a fairly representative section.—The progress of the

study justified this preliminary judgment.""®

"Green County is a member of that very fertile group of

counties in southwestern Ohio drained by the two Miami rivers

and their tributaries.""'^

Of course these quotations do not at all prove that the

surveys established typical facts. What they do prove is that

ilie surveyors v.ere attempting to make surveys that had imore

than a local bearing. It is a common practice to choose houses

or fanns by random in a given community and thus trust that

these few will be representative.^^ In a housing survey being

made at this time under the direction of the author a distinct

attempt is made to gather enough facts from each section of

the city to make comparison of typical situations possible.

The second question that the surveyor must answer if he

v.-ould satisfy the demands of the scientific investigator is:

Has the surveyor proceeded objectively, that is, has he elimi-

nated the personal equation, or are his data merely subjective

"Foster, Dr. L. H. and Fulber, Miss Harriet, A Health Survey of White
County, Illinois, 4.

"Aycr, F. C. and Morse, H. N., A Rural Survey of Lane County, Oregon, 3.

"Blachly, C. D., Report of the Bureau of Social Surveys, Report of the

Bureau of Public Welfare, Chicago, 1915. 53.

"Fairchild, H. P., An Industrial Survey of a New Haven District. 3.

•'Wilson, W. H. and Felton, R. .'V., Ohio Rural Life Siirv^--y. (Green ana

Clermont counties) 5.

'"Riddcll, W. A., Rural Surveys, Turtle Mountain District, Manitoba. 7.
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Opinions concerning the social situations? Again we shall al-

low the surveyor and the student of the survey to state their

convictions.

"We can fairly say that this survey was made with no

preconceived notions to prove or overcome. Whether the con-

clusions reached would have much or little in common with

the beliefs of the ordinary reader, has had little effect on the

method of the work,"^^

"A survey is the application of a thoro scientific method to

social and economic phenomena, to secure data upon which to

base a scientific program for the increase of human institutional

efficiency.—The investigators begin their work to discover the

truth, not to seek data to prove their theories."*"

The next question the scientist would ask is: Has there

been any attempt to use the comparative method? A closely

related question is: Are the data so tabulated as to make the

comparative method possible? Turning again to the surveyors,

we find such statements as the following : "The Pittsburgh Sur-

vey made a quick diagnosis of perhaps twenty phases of life

and labor in the steel district on the basis of standards worked

out elsewhere, it brought these diagnoses together and studied

something of the structural relations of the problems set

forth."" While both of these surveys (Vocational Education

Surveys of Richmond and Minneapolis) were made primarily

for the purpose of analysing the local industries and the local

systems of education and of ascertaining what kind of instruc-

tion is needed and the best way of imparting that instruction,

they are also of nation-wide interest and significance. The facts

discovered in the studies of the industries of Richmond and

Minneapolis are the general facts peculiar to those same in-

dustries thruout the country."*^

"The following is a general view of the social conditions of

the city as a whole. The broader study is necessary for the

"Wilson, W. H. and Taft, A. B., A Rural Survey of Indiana. 6.

'"Preston, J., Educational Surveys, Rural Life Conference, State College of

Washington, 1913, 8, 11.

"Kellogg, P. U., The Social Survey, 7.

"Prosser, C. A. and Richards, C. R., Vocational Education Survey of Min-

neapolis, Minnesota, 9.

"?
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purpose of comparison with the condition existing in the dis-

tricts.""

"The object of the social survey should be not merely to

gather all the facts pertaining to the social life of the com-

munity ; but far more to correlate these facts and to make
progress toward the underlying causes by which they are mould-

ed and their effects upon each other."**'

The final question which the surveyor must answer in

the light of scientific standards is: Has the social survey de-

veloped a system of quantitaiive symbols by which it can

measure and express its findings f Upon the answer to this

question the possibility of utilizing the comparative method de-

pends, and without this method all study must be largely sub-

jective and no assertion concerning typical facts can be made.

The sun^eyors are quite clear, however, in their ideals and pur-

poses concerning the answer to this last question. They do not

claim in all cases to have perfected these symbols but that it is

their purpose to perfect them, there can be little doubt. Note

the following quotations

:

"Fact gathering is the A. B. C. of surveying."*^

"Readings would be simplified and their permanent, intrin-

sic, and comparative values enhanced if a uniform plan were

followed in the presentation of the findings."*®

"The object of these surveys is to subject to statistical

measurement certain rural social and economic forces and to

furnish exact data as a foundation for constructive programs of

rural betterment."*^

"The chief merit of these studies lies in their quantitative

character ; tho the measurements are rough, and are supplement-

ed all too often by estimates, they indicate what can be done

toward getting exact information, and in themselves supply a

good deal of it."*^

"Social Prospectus of Kansas City, 1913, 8.

**Elmer, M. C., The Social Survey of Urban Communities, 4.

"Harrison, S., Community Action Thru Surveys, 4.

^Totter, Z. L., The Coopershurg Survey, 7.

*'Wcld, L. D. H., Social and Economic Survey of a Community in Red River

Valley, 2.

^'Haney, L. S. and Wehrwcin, C, A Social and Economic Survey of South-

ern Travis County, Texas, 1.
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"A social survey is an attempt to photograph, so to speak,

the community so as to show every home in all its social con-

nections with all other homes in the community."*^

Social surveyors have not made these statements in answer

to questions asked by scientists, nor have most social surveyors

been operating as skilled scientists. Rather they have worked

as expert investigators seeking to find facts. In order to get

these facts they have evolved a method of research which they

call the social survey. Thus the social surveyor would argue

that while the social survey has in it some elements of the fad,

and has developed with all the zeal of a popular movement,

that it also has more vital elements in it which indicate that it

will long outlive its mere popularity. The truth is that it has

become recognized as a direct method of obtaining knowledge

as well as a method or means of mobilizing a community's

interest in itself. —•>

We have attempted thus far to trace the growing sentiment !

which prompted investigations upon the basis of efficiency and

social welfare and have noted the fact that the two purposes

culminated in the Pittsburgh Survey. It was in the Pittsburgh

Survey—the work of the Russell Sage Foundation—and in the

work of the Municipal Reference Bureau that we came to

recognize the function of the expert surveyor. It has been the

expert field investigator rather than the scientist who has de-

veloped the technique and method of discovering and present-

ing social facts. It has therefore seemed worth while to allow

him to testify to what he thinks he has attained that is valuable

to scientific method in sociology. An analysis of many of these

surveyors' reports shows that they believe: (1) that they have

been discovering and revealing typical situations; (2) that they

have pursued their work in an objective way, caring for noth-

ing but the revelation of conditions as they are; (3) that they

have made possible comparisons and, in fact, have revealed

new truths by means of the comparative method; and (4) that

they have insisted upon quantitative methods of tabulation and

comparison, and have thus developed a truly scientific tech-

**Galpin, C. J., Method of Making a Social Survey, 2.
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nology. It is the belief of the author that these attainments

will do much to check up on certain social theories now held.

Ultimately, indeed, they may have much to do with creating

new social theories, based upon scientifically observed and dem-

onstrated facts.



CHAPTER II

Origin and Evolution of The Social Survey

It is the purpose of this chapter to show what the tech-

mqiie_of social surveying is and how it has evolved. In order

to do so, it has seemed advisable to trace the development of

those types of social investigation which have contributed most

directly to modern methods of discovering and setting forth

social facts. Just as the purpose of the social survey is a

composite of different sentiments, so survey technique and

technology are composites or syntheses of nimierous methods

and machineries of social investigation. As a composite social

investigation, the social survey utilizes all the means and meth-

ods of social analysis and description.

Many investigations made under the name survey have

nothing in common with the social survey method as a com-

posite and contemporary investigation. A survey of Greek

civilization or a survey of English literature does not enter into

our field of discussion. On the other hand we shall find that

numerous investigations made under other captions have much
to contribute to our discussion, and that many of these, in fact,

are real social surveys. In the functional development of social

analysis—and we are interested in the functional rather than

the chronological development—social description was probably

the first step. Domesday Book, the report of Domesday Survey,

is largely a census of England of the eleventh century. William

the Conqueror had the investigation made, in the years preced-

ing 1086, in order that he might have a better knowledge of

his recently won territory. He gathered the data primarily as

a basis for the incidence of taxation,^" and possibly for the pur-

pose of knowing how many subjects he had who could be en-

listed in the defence of his kingdom. The Domesday Survey

was apparently made in a very definite and formal way, for it

found out the approximate number of men in England and the

soBallard, A., The Domesday Inquest. 8-10.

(21)
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economic status of each.'^^ It gathered elaborate statistics and

carefuly tabulated them. The Domesday Book is thus more

than a census report. It is, in fact, a rather elaborate piece

of social description, and might be called a social history of

English life of the eleventh century.*'^

Stow's Survey of London, another early investigation, which

was published in 1598, is almost purely social description.^^

Stow gathered facts concerning ancient London from the most

reliable sources possible and published these facts. Thus, his

book is literally a history of London. The reason we accept it

as a contribution to the first step in social surveying is because

Stow was interested purely in the social aspects of facts rather

than in their chronology. In all cases he discusses the very facts

we look for in surveys. He gives definite figures concerning

the number of churches, towers, castles, schools and other social

institutions. For the most part, however, his facts are not

tabulated, but only described.

John Howard's State of the Prisons in England and Wales

(1777), another social study, was different from Stow's study,

in that it was an investigation of contemporary rather than his-

torical facts. He was surveying a social situation. His report

is like Stow's, in that he expressed his findings quantitatively

only where they were exceedingly easily expressed in figures,

as in the case of food apportionment, the number of prisoners,

how many prisoners were flogged and how many were punished

in some other way. He did more than merely describe indi-

vidual prisons, however. He saw the prison system as a unit,

and thru his investigation he might be said to have "created the

prison problem in Europe." In all of his findings he noted

similar facts, such as the numbers of each sex, causes of com-

mitment, clothing, food, bedding, cleanliness, work and the num-

ber of cases of prison fever, which suggests that he must have

developed and used specific schedules for his many investiga-

tions. In London he gathered statistics concerning fees, because

he was interested in the abolition of the fee system. He care-

"Ibid, 14.

•=Ibid, 19.

"Stow, J., The Survey of London.
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fully tabulated, by county units, statistics concerning the dispo-

sition made of prisoners; i. e., whether they were punished or

discharged. Here again his tables for all the counties are the

same, which made it possible for him to form comparative

judgments concerning the social situation which he was study-

ing and which again suggests that he used definite schedules.

This survey of nearly a century and a half ago reveals

not only the first concise step in the development of social sur-

vey technology but also reveals, in panoramic form, the rapid

development and even the motives in social surveying. The so-

cial survey, above everything else, is a social diagnosis, but like

all other diagnoses, it was not usually made until some abnormal

condition had developed calling for remedy. John Howard, as

sheriff of Bedfordshire, became interested in the improvement

of the county jail.^* He began his investigations by first visit-

ing the jails of adjacent counties to gather examples and make
comparisons. The consideration given to his findings by Par-

liament led him to visit, many times, practically all the prisons

of England and Wales. The knowledge of the complete social

situation at home, in turn, led him to seek comparisons in for-

eign countries. On two occasions he visited practically all the

prisons of France, Holland, Switzerland, and Germany to get

comparative judgments concerning the problem at home. A
similar growing interest in definite social problems and social

situations, and the discovery of comparative social facts is

what has caused the social survey to develop so rapidly in the

last two decades.

Booth's Life and Labor of the People of London (1891-

1897), like Howard's investigation, is a study of definite con-

temporaneous social situations. It remains, however, quite

strictly in the field of social description tho it is truly a survey.

It is true that practically all of his findings are expressed in

some sort of graphic or statistical form, but the fact that the

report is a document of seventeen volumes and over six

thousand pages, is sufficient to prove that it contains a very

great amount of descriptive material. Booth asserts: "My

"Howard, J., The State of the Prisons in England and Wales, 1.
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principle aim is to confine myself to the description of things

as they are,"^® but notwithstanding his high resolve to remain

strictly scientific, we often find him preaching concerning situa-

tions and viewpoints of the people whom he studied. Booth did,

however, have a fairly scientific attitude toward his work. He
started with the idea that poverty is based solely upon the lack

^. of sufficient income, and that population can be classified upon

this basis so as to give an adequate picture of social life. Later

he modified this opinion to the extent of saying: "If it is not

exactly or invariably true that the direct apparent poverty, the

closest crowding, the greatest lack of responsibility and lowest

scale of remuneration went hand in hand in every locality and

in every degree, still it did appear that the numbers of the

crowded and the numbers of the low paid were much the same;

that industrial capacity and higher and more regular wages

lead to better housing . . .
."^^ This statement may sound as if

his correlations were deeply influenced by his preconceived no-

tions of what he would find. When, however, we find that he

reconstructed his whole scheme of classifications so as to in-

clude and correlate many facts, of which he had never before

thought, with the life and labor of these people, we are inclined

to consider him as fairly scientific and as after all the first

great social surveyor. He was a statistician and began his

work with few ideas beyond those of enumeration of popula-

tions and the correlation of incomes with numbers and classes

of people. At first he enumerated the people of London in

classes according to the degree of their poverty and comfort

and indicated the condition of the life of each class by the

amount of money it received. He soon became convinced, how-

ever, that the wages, vocations, and location of these people

formed the basis of natural social groups, and so he reorganized

his investigation upon these bases. His final tabulations contain

data concerning every aspect of the whole social situation of

which these groups were a part, from their religious practices

to their means and methods of sewage disposal. He started his

"'Booth, C, Life and Labour of the People of London. 3d Series. Religious

Influences. Outer Ring, North, I, S.

»'Ibid. I. 4.
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investigation in the outer ring—the newest section—of London

and proceeded by a series of concentric rings toward the heart

of the city. He mapped out the streets in colors so as to de-

pict clearly their location and functions. He lived among the

people for three years, gathered data thru thousands of personal

interviews with the best informed citizens and professional men

of each section, even from school children, concerning education,

and later utilized the census of 1891 to amplify his own findings,

His written report on religion alone is a digest of 1800 per-

sonal interviews. His findings are, of course, sometimes vague

because he set himself the task of finding big tendencies and

not minute data. His study, however, is a comprehensive pict-

ure of a more or less complete social situation. His poverty

map, his street chart, his classification of people in correlation

with their natural environment—both physical and social

—

forces his study upon our attention as a definite step forward

in the technique of social investigation.

Since Booth's notable work, a ntunber of similar but minor

studies have been made. In some ways these studies improve

upon Booth's technique and in other ways they do not equal

it. Three such studies are Kengott, Record of a City, (the city

of Lowell, Massachusetts), Kirk, A Modern City, a Study of

Providence, Rhode Island, and Rowntree, Poverty, (a study of

York, England). There seems to be little in Kengott's survejT^

beyond the general purpose of -making some sort of an investi-

gation. He does gather statistics of diseases, what people live

upon, the wages they receive, and a nimiber of other similar

matters, which he tabulates in quite minute detail. When, how-

ever, he comes to write his report, he makes very little use of

these tables and allows himself to be led into social description,

back of which there seems to be the ever-present spirit of de-

tection and exposure rather than diagnosis. Every shortcoming

is pointed out and a solution is offered for every problem.

While the author never compares his findings with any stand-

ards except the vague hypothesis with which he started the in-

vestigation, he does further demonstrate Booth's method by

presenting maps, charts and tables of statistics, and adds to

these the important feature of graphs, which has since come to
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be recognized as a highly valuable method of quantitative de-

scription.

Kirk's Study of Providence is a collection of essays by

members of the faculty of Brown University. It presents the

facts concerning the physical characteristics, commercial and in-

dustrial growth, labor conditions, governmental, educational,

aesthetic, philanthropic, and religious activities of Providence.

In last analysis, however, it is simply a survey of the distinctive

features of the city rather than a survey of the city as a whole

or of any social situation within the city.

^' Rowntree's Poverty is modeled after Booth's study. The
author sought to do for a provincial town what Booth had done

for a metropolis." His investigation was made just a decade

later than that of Booth and the territory covered was much
smaller. Therefore his survey could be, in many ways, much
more detailed. He used some species of graphs that do not

appear in Booth's report. He made a fairly minute study of

family budgets. His data concerning family income and ex-

penditure were much more accurate than those of Booth. Fur-

thermore, and above everything else, he made generalizations

from all of his findings, but drew only those inferences which

came directly from the data furnished by his house to house in-

vestigations."^ His report shows in every way the progress that

had been made in methods of quantitative description in the de-

cade following Booth's notable example.

The analysis of social description, as the first functional

step in the development of survey technology, has already forced

us to see the trend toward more quantitative methods of pre-

senting the findings of the investigators. Probably, therefore,

the next step we should take in analysing the antecedents of the

modern survey is to discuss a method that is quite the opposite

of description—the method of census taking.

The United States Census is, in a sense, a great social sur-

vey. It is a composite and contemporaneous study, and it does

in some ways gather and present data concerning social situa-

"Rowntree, B. S., Poverty, A Study of Town Life, Introduction.

''Rowntree's book will be referred to again at greater length in another con-

nection.
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tions. For the most part, however, outside of the special bul-

letins, it is a mere enumeration. It discusses social groups and

presents social facts, but does very Httle correlating of these

facts, whereas correlation is one of the chief functions of the

social survey. In fact, the reason the social survey studies the

social situation rather than merely the social group is that it

seeks to discover the forces and factors which are the very

fibre of the social group, and these forces and factors are ap-

parent only when the situation as a whole is studied.

In order that a complete social situation may be compre-

hended, it is often necessary that the survey be a study which

has an element of locality in it.'^^ A census has this feature

only incidentally. Census taking, however, does have a direct

contribution to make to survey technique, namely; its universal

insistence upon quantitative analysis and description. Practi-

cally all recent comprehensive social surveys make large use of

census methods. The Cleveland Educational Survey, while it is

much more than this, is nevertheless a census of the Cleveland

schools. The Pittsburgh Survey, the Topeka Survey and pracli-

cally all others supply fairly complete data on population and

other matters which a regular census would furnish. The

Cleveland Survey was divided into twenty- five sections and each

section dealt with some specific phase of the Cleveland public

school system. Invariably, the first step taken by each investi-

gator was that of enumeration. The facts are in all cases

presented in statistical tables or by means of charts and graphs.

It is practically only the volume of conclusions that welds all

these statistical facts into a single social situation and thus

makes of the Cleveland investigation a real social survey. No
census can give complete data. Its contribution is that it has

made us believe that no body of data is either reliable or com-

plete which is not statistically or otherwise quantitatively ex-

pressed.

The social survey has, however, to do not only with the

gathering and tabulation of social facts, but also with the

creation of social facts, so to speak, that is, with problems of

creating social consciousness of social situations. The very

"Kellogg, P. U.; Harrison, S. M., and others. Social Survey, 13.
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reason why the census is not a real social survey is that it

does not sufficiently differentiate its data to make people con-

scious of social problems. On the other hand, the reason why
social description fails to impress people with the problems and

situations it seeks to depict is that it is not sufficiently concise

to force people to visualize these facts and situations. Given,

however, social description and census taking methods, the third

step should readily suggest itself, namely ; utilization and analy-

sis of social statistics for the sake of completely describing

social situations. I shall cite four attempts thus to combine

these tvvo methods into one. Rowntree's Poverty is to a cer-

tain extent a text book in social pathology. It is also a survey

of the town of York. The questions the author sought to an-

swer are the same that suggest themselves to every student of

charity work, namely; "What is the true measure of poverty?"

"How much of it is due to insufficiency of income and how
much to improvidence?" "How many families are sunk in a

poverty so acute that their members suffer from a chronic in-

sufficiency of food and clothing ?"®° A desire to answer these

questions adequately, led to an investigation, and a desire to

make people conscious of the facts discovered by the investiga-

tion, led to the publication of the facts of social life in York in

a text book called Poverty. In the introduction, the author

says: "It soon became evident that if these and groups of al-

lied questions were to be answered with any fulness and ac-

curacy, nothing short of a house to house inquiry extending to

the whole of the working-class population of the city would

suffice."®^ And again: "My object in undertaking the investi-

gation in this volume was, if possible, to throw some light upon

the conditions which govern life of wage-earning classes in pro-

vincial towns, and especially the problems of poverty."®^ In his

final chapter he draws generalizations from the detailed study,

and says, "In this chapter it is proposed briefly to summarize

the facrts set forth in the preceding pages, and to consider what

""Rowntree, B. S., Poverty, a Study of Town Life, viii.

«Ibid, ix.

•=Ibi(L vii.
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conclusions regarding the problem of poverty may be drawn
from them."®^

Allen in his Modern Philanthropy, makes a peculiar, yet

very interesting study of six thousand appeals for money made
during one year to Mrs. E. H. Harriman. He became con-

vinced during his investigation that neither givers nor receivers

of relief had adequate means of learning what is ,most needed

in their communities. Therefore, he published an analysis of

these six thousand appeals in order to throw light on the whole

problem of philanthropy and to create a social consciousness of

the motives and needs of relief seekers. His analysis was

made upon a schedule, the two chief categories of which were:

"cause of need" and "purpose of aid requested." The inter-

pretations of these findings are presented in a text book upon

social pathology, the purpose of which is largely summed up in

the following sentence : "I believe that the above analysis of

givers' points of view will help givers, prospective givers and

the public to recognize and demand efficient giving."®*

Bailey in Modern Social Conditions'^ does somewhat the

same thing that Rowntree and Allen do ; that is, he draws

his theories from statistical tables, or at least he never draws a

conclusion without presenting the statistics for the inference.

Of course, his book is in no sense a report of a survey. It

illustrates, rather, an attempt to give a complete appreciation of

census taking methods and their value to social description. He
utilizes not only the census reports of this and other countries

for comparison, but also uses the technology of charts, dia-

grams, and other quantitative methods which he borrowed from

census reports. He takes up the larger social facts and situa-

tions under such chapter headings as Sex, Birth, Marriage,

Death, and Growth of Population. In every case the discus-

sion is bound up with and is an interpretation of statistical data.

Some recent educational surveys are striking examples of

this step in social surveying. Chief among these is the Portland

Survey. It was made very much in the same way as all other

"Ibid, 295.

"Allen, W., Modern Philanthropy, 393.

"Bailey, W. B., Modern Social Conditions.
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educational or school surveys and for the same purpose, "as a

report prepared for the people of Portland."®® The apprecia-

tion by Professor Hanus of its wider significance led to its

publication as one of the volumes of the School Efficiency Se-

ries, which is primarily a text book series. This survey, a local

study, finds its place among educational treatises as a text

book on school organization

Whether any one of these four books is a successful at-

tempt at text book v/riting is beside our point which is to dem-

onstrate these investigators' ideal of presenting their findings

in such a manner as to challenge the attention of the general

public and arouse the consciousness of the masses to the social

conditions and situations under investigation. That these pub-

lications have failed to be as significant as their authors expected

them to be, does not vitiate the fact that they demonstrate an

essential bit of survey technique and technology. It proves,

rather, that they are not the last step in the development of that

technique and technology and so have naturally given way to

later and superior methods.

Another quite distinct factor in developing social survey

technique is the "case method" of charity workers. Without

question this is one of the chief forerunners of the social sur-

vey. Its contributions are that it developed a field method and

forced a recognition of the inter-relations of social problems.®'^

It leads us to see that a social investigation cannot end with the

individual dependent, delinquent or defective ; in fact, that the

individual is virtually an abstraction in relation to the social

situation of which he is a part. The case record is not so

much a record of an individual or a family as it is a record of

the facts relating to individuals and families. As Miss Rich-

mond puts it: "The family has a history of its own apart from

the history of these who compose it.""^ "A client's social rela-

tions are not bounded by his immediate family, nor, as a rule,

should our sources of insight and cooperation be so bounded.

—

"Cubbcrly, E. P., The Portland Survey, vii.

"Riley, J. J., Sociology and Social Surveys, American Jotirnui o; Sociology,

Vol. 16. 818-33.

"•Richmond, Mary E.. Social Diagnosis, 158.
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The groups of outside sources frequently used, as shovv^n in

this study, are social agencies and churches, doctors and health

agencies, former and present neighbors, relatives, former and

present employers, schools, friends, and public records. ""^^ In

summarizing the cooperative function of such agencies she cites

the following: "A study of the outside sources—sources out-

side the immediate family group, that is—consulted in three

cities by 56 social agencies of 19 different types (rendering 14

different forms of service in the cases studied) shows, in

2,800 cases (50 for each agency), 10,871 consultations with

such sources, counting, in an)' one case, only the first consul-

tation with each source used."^° A case record is the exact

record of those things of which charity workers have a general

knowledge and deep appreciation, but about which they and the

public alike need detailed and careful information. Further-

more, it is a vehicle by which information can be conveyed

from one charity organization to another and to the public. ^^

The case method in the hands of skilled case-method

workers has practically the same technique as the social survey.

It attempts to be a diagnosis thru the collection, comparison

and interpretation of social situations.^- It is a perpetual sur-

vey, an accumulation of facts concerning social situations, with

the individual or the family as the unit of investigation. Among
the contributions to the social survey from this method there

is one that is preeminent. It was described as long ago as 1887

in these words, "The data, upon which are made these gen-

eralizations v^hich are to guide our studies and practices, would

be more exactly given if we kept better records. "'^^ In recent

times charity workers who are imbued with such ideals as

these have been our foremost social surveyors. In each of the

three big social surveys of the past decade—the Pittsburgh,

Topeka, and Springfield Surveys—they have not only been

prominent as expert investigators but have been prime movers

in instigating such studies. Sentiment for a special investiga-

eoibid, 179.

'"Richmond, Mary E., Social Diagnosis, 179.

"Aronovici, C, The Social Survey, 23-27.

'Richmond, Mary E., Social Diagnosis, 363.

"Kellogg, C. D., National Conference of Charities and Correction, 1887, 123.
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tion in Newburg, New York, took the definite form of a social

survey only in the hands of Amy Woods of the Newburg

Charity Organization Society. The staff of the Department of

Surveys and Exhibits of the Russell Sage Foundation is largely

made up of case-workers. The case method has thus not only

contributed technique but engineers to the social survey.

Case work, however, has always been largely a closed sys-

tem within the charity organization societies. The body of case

records is known as the "Confidential Exchange," and is, for the

most part, not for community publication. It was the special

investigation that added the step of publicity to social survey

technique. The development of special investigations by the Bu-

reau of the Census and the publication of the reports in bul-

'letin form for wide distribution began in the first decade of

the present century. Bulletin reports upon the Insane, The

Alms Houses, Children's Institutions and other similar prob-

lems awakened the public to clear consciousness of these prob-

lems. Health, school and church surveys, made for the sake

of informing the public of the conditions existing in these sep-

arate fields, have all been factors in the final step toward the

development of a composite social investigation. Special in-

vestigations of certain groups and classes of people made by

other than official organizations, have served to differentiate

and popularize the study of definite social problems. A study

of Missouri Almshouses^* gave its author—a sociologist—an op-

portunity to reach the people upon whom the condition and im-

provement of the particular social situation which he was in-

vestigating depended and to do it thru an approach which

would challenge their attention. The first thing he did was to

present a complete statistical summary of the number and types

of inmates in the several almshouses of the state. This was

followed by a brief description of each class—the insane, other

defectives, children, and so forth. Finally there were presented

the standards and ideals which a well organized and well ad-

ministered almshouse should have. By this method the social

situation with its complete significance was given publicity.

An investigation which pursued the same method and ac-

'•Ellwood, C. A., Condilioru of the County Almshouses in Missouri.
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complished the same purpose is a study of the feebleminded

and insane in the State of Texas.'^^ This study not only pre-

sented statistical tables but a great number of photographs.

Woven all thru the report are comparisons with the findings

from similar investigations. When the final recommendations

appear, they have as a background the publication of facts re-

vealed by a survey of the local situation. An investigation of

county almshouses and jails of Missouri ;^^ an investigation of

outdoor relief in Missouri ;^^ a study of jails in California;^*

old age dependency in the United States;''^ the reports of a half

dozen vice commissions; and many others serve the purpose

of making the public conscious of definite social problems and

situations.

The scope of these investigations is considerably expanded

when v/e reach health, sanitary, school and church surveys. The

investigation has then become more or less composite in its

purpose and is always an investigation of a single community

rather than a single social problem of many communities. A
few citations will suffice to illustrate how these investigations

are expected to accomplish publicity of social situations. A
Health Survey of White County, Illinois is intended to dis-

cover for the community the facts concerning its health condi-

tions. ^° The authors say: "We have many children in our

public schools who are pale and anemic and who have, as we

know, a family history of tuberculosis We feel that

some definite steps ought to be taken in the matter of prevent-

ing further spread of the disease."^^ In another connection

they say: "The important facts contained in this report will

not come as a revelation to many of the people of the area

covered. Indeed, the advent of these two health agencies, un-

dertaking this survey, was brought about by the real awaken-

''Yoakum, C. S., Care of the Feeble-Minded and Insane in Texas, Bulletin

of the University of Texas. Humanistic Series, No. 16.

"Cross, W. T. and Forrester, C. B., County Almshouses and Jails of Missouri.

"Warfield, G. A., Outdoor Relief in Missouri.

''^California State Board of Charities, 1916.

'"Synier, L. W., Old Age Dependency in the United States; A Complete Sur-

vey of the Pension Movement.
^"Foster, Dr. L. H. & Fulber, Miss Harriet, A Health Survey of White County,

Illinois, 1-2.

"Ibid. 6.
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ing of a number of the citizens of White County to the general

insanitary conditions and, what is more important, to the lack

of the realization of these conditions on the part of the rank

and file of the people."®^ And, finally, the last sentence of the

report is : "With the survey made ;—with the facts set forth

clearly and frankly—it is up to the people of the community to

determine whether they want better conditions or are content

with those that exist."^^ A Rural Sanitary Survey of Five

Counties in Indiana^* serves the same purpose of discovery and

publicity of social conditions. To these might be added cita-

tions from a number of urban sanitary surveys, housing sur-

veys, and others, all to the same end and purpose.

Most school surveys have the same end in view. The

most comprehensive school survey yet made is that of Cleveland,

Ohio. The findings of this investigation are published in

twenty-seven volumes. The Portland Survey, referred to above,

is contained in one bound volume. Almost a hundred other

school surveys are published in pamphlet or bulletin form. For

the most part these surveys have been conducted for the pur-

pose of finding the same facts, each for a different locality, or

school system. And, for the most part, also, each has been

conducted for the purpose of apprising the local community of

facts of which the experts desired them to become conscious.

Missouri is just completing a Rural School Survey at this time

for the purpose of making the citizens of the state cognizant of

rural school conditions. It is hoped and expected that the re-

sult will be a complete remaking of the rural school situation

in the state.

The church surveys have been made for the same pur-

pose, altho many such as those conducted by the Presbyterian

Board of Home Missions have a wider significance. To these

so-called institutional surveys might be added the industrial, vo-

cational, farm management and many other surveys. These

latter, however, have largely been made by men who were seek-

"Ibid, 8.

"Ibid, 23.

"Hurty, Jokn N., Secretary State Board of Health, Indiana Bulletin of Cor-

rection and Charities 1914, 232.
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ing research facts and so do not so well illustrate the point we
have in mind, namely ; that before the composite social survey

,

could appear there had to he developed a technique for arousing \

social interest in the group of facts which go to make up the

composite social situation. This bit of technique was a com-

bination of science and journalism, the expert investigator plus

publicity. At first it was the publicity of facts which were so

abnormal as to have caught the attention of a certain portion of

the public. This was followed by the publicity of facts with

which the general public was very well satisfied, but which the

expert saw to be none the less significant. When the public

became willing to employ these experts and willing that the

experts should publish the situation as they diagnosed it, then,

and then only, were communities willing or even capable of be-

ing surveyed and ready for complete self-examination. When
this last step was taken it became evident that nothing more

than the correlation of all the methods which we have bten

discussing was involved. The unit of investigation was no

longer the individual, the family, a chosen class, or a single

social problem, but rather it was the community with all of its

problems so interrelated and bound together that they needed to

be studied as a unit. The survey needed to do little more than

mobilize the knowledge each community had of itself. Numer-

ous agencies had been gathering untold volumes of data con-

cerning social situations, but the fact that each agency desired

these data as a basis for some definite propaganda and had

utilized them solely for that purpose had left the larger por-

tion of them buried in their files or had caused them to be de-

stroyed. The survey did little more than draft the social work-

ers who gathered these data, mobilize that portion of the data

which had been preserved, and set to work to rediscover and

correlate the portion that had been lost. Kellogg summarizes

the problem thus: "The survey takes from the physician his

art of applying to the problems at hand, standards and experi-

ence worked out elsewhere. It takes from the engineer his

concept of the structural relation of things, from the charity or-

ganization society its case work method of bringing problems
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down to human terms."^^ In another place he says : "The

survey has to do with the phenomena imbedded in the com-

mon life of the people," and again, "To visualize needs which

are not so spectacular but none the less real is the work of the

survey."^® Potter adds the following: "A distinction is made

between an investigation and a survey. The investigation is a

study of a problem that is a unit. The survey is a group of

such investigations, the problems of which knot themselves to- i

gether into a community problem. ^^ The most perfect illus- |J

tration of this idea is The Pittsburgh Survey—the first great ,/

1 1 J composite survey ever made—and, the Springfield, Illinois Sur- i

I I
vey, which followed and expanded the Pittsburgh method. Every

special investigation in these surveys was as thoroly distinct as

any one of the types discussed above. Every investigator was

an expert in the field of his or her investigation. All investiga-

tions were under one director, however, and constant confer- /'J

ence and cooperation between the different groups kept the

survey a unit. Each expert applied the knowledge and experi-

ence previously gained in the study of many similar situations

in learning about this one. When the final compilation of the

knowledge concerning this community was made, however, it

was greater than the sum of these individual investigator's find-

'^ings, for as Mr. Kellogg says: "We have counted our city

populations regularly every ten years—in some states every five.

We have known that the country has grown and spread out

stupendously within the century, and that within that period our

cities have spread out and filled up with even greater resistless-

ness. We have profited by incisive analysis of one factor or

another which enters into social well-being—tuberculosis, in-

fant mortality, factory legislation, public education, to name ex-

amples; and we have had the needs of our neighborhoods put

forth by those who know them well. But there is something

further, synthetic and clarifying, to be gained by a sizing-up

process that reckons at once with many factors in the life of

a great civic area, not going deeply into all subjects, but offer-

ing a structural exhibit of the community as a going concern. "^^

*'Kellogg, P. U., The Social Survey, 4.

"Ibid, 15, 17.

"Potter, Zenas L., The Social Survey, 1.

wKellogg, P. U., Pittsburgh District, 508.



CHAPTER III

The Technique of Social Surveying

The procedure of the composite social survey varies with

tlie locahty and with the purpose of the investigation. An ex-

pert who might be a director of the industrial section of an

urban survey would probably be incapable of directing the

farm management section of a rural survey. An expert school

man might be out of place in a religious survey, and an expert

sanitarian would not necessarily make a good school surveyor.

The point is not that an expert may be called upon to analyse

any sort of a social situation but that a director in whose hands

the survey is placed may employ those experts best fitted to

investigate the chosen elements of the composite.

Practically every method used by the social survey is also

used in other investigations. Many of these methods, as we
have seen, were used in other investigations long before the

modern social survey was developed. The contribution of the

social survey is that it is a composite of these methods. The
Pittsburgh investigation was a survey because experts were as-

sembled from the fields of charity, labor problems, housing,

and health and sanitation. All the sources of information with-

in and about the city were thrown open, and all the technique

and technology of social investigation was utilized to analyze

this industrial community. A sketch of this or any other com-

prehensive survey should suffice to illustrate the composite

method of gathering, tabulating, and reporting a complete social

situation. These studies usually have four quite definite steps

in their development: (i) the getting of a bird's eye view of

the community, that is, seeing the field as a whole; (2) the

differentiation of the separate fields for detailed investigation ;

(5) the gathering and tabulation of the data; (^) the report of

the facts to the community and to the world at large. The first

step is accomplished in a number of ways, the simplest of which

37
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is merely getting a population census of the community. At

Pittsburgh a quick diagnosis of a score of phases of life was

first made to get a view of the field as a whole. This was for

the purpose of making a blue print, so to speak, of the commu-

nity. Out of the knowledge obtained from this pathfinder in-

vestigation, which lasted from six weeks to two months, six

deeper and more extended special investigations grew, namely;

(1) an inquiry into hours, wages and labor organizations; (2)

a study of household life and costs of living; (3) a study of

five hundred cases of workmen killed, including an inquiry into

hospital treatment; (4) a survey of women-employing trades;

(5) a study of economic costs of typhoid fever; (6) a survey

of child-helping institutions and agencies. ^^ After the data had

been gathered, and whenever possible while they were being

gathered, the mapping, diagramming, and other statistical work

were carried on by a special staff. The field investigation, which

had been in operation all during the survey and even before it

started, was then completed, thus accomplishing the ultimate

purpose of the investigation. This purpose, as outlined by Mr.

Kellogg, director of the survey, was, "That of making the town

real to itself, not in a goody-goody preachment of what ought

to be; not in a sensational discoloration; not merely in a

formidable array of rigid facts. There was the census at one

pole; and yellow journalism at the other." The publicity

scheme was carried on thru the media of luncheon meetings,

newspapers, magazine articles, pamphlets, exhibits, special issues

of the Charities and the Commons, and finally by the publica-

tion of the complete survey in book form of six volumes.""

Thus The Pittsburg Survey brought together practically all the

methods of investigation which had developed up to that time.

Social description had aroused vague notions concerning

many community problems, census taking had presented some

cold statistics, case records had furnished a wealth of social in-

formation concerning the dependent portion of the community's

population, special investigation had done somewhat the same

thing for the whole country and had coupled with its data a

"Ibid, 498.

••Ibid, 508.
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method of publicity. Not until the Pittsburgh Survey, however,
|

had these methods of analysis and description ever been brought i

to serve a common purpose, namely; the purpose of making a

given community self-conscious of its every day life, and of re-

vealing to all other similar communities something of their social
|

organization. This survey attempted to make an inventory of j
the whole community by discovering and revealing Its many •

maladjustments and adjustments as a single social situation. The
step it took, or the start it made in that direction has been followed

by the directors of practically all surveys that have been made
since. Indeed the beginnings made at Pittsburgh have been so

consistently followed and improved upon that there can now be

said to be a well recognized technique of social surveying.

Surveys are of many and various kinds and are made for

many and various purposes. Very few surveys have attempted

to be as complete as the Pittsburgh Survey, but consciously or

unconsciously, all have followed in a general way its method of

obtaining facts. But not all social surveys are composite or

synthetic surveys. A very great percentage of them are what

might be called "segmental" surveys; that is, a single set of in-
/

stitutions, facts or factors, is surveyed. Such are the school,
/

church, industrial, housing, child welfare, and many other single

problem surveys. In such surveys the procedure is necessarily

modified. The four major steps in technique are adapted to

fit the situation, whatever it may be, but are neither dispensed

with nor violated. The bird's-eye view of the general social

situation is just as necessary for the "segmental" survey as it is

for the composite survey.^^ This does not mean that a path-

finder survey, such as was the first step, in the Pittsburgh sur-

vey, must be made. It does mean, however, that the social

surveyor must be sufficiently familiar with the community to

be able to map out his plan of campaign, to make a blue print

of the structure of the community's life. It may be that he has

lived in the community so long that he already has the necessary

knowledge. If this is not the case he may be able to get this

knowledge from local agencies and institutions. He may have

had sufficient experience in other similar communities so that

•^McLean, F. H., ct al, Survey of Charities of City of Burlington, 11.
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he has a pretty thoro appreciation of this community and its

problems. In any case he, as an expert, must recognize the

necessity of a general prognosis before starting upon his detailed

diagnosis.

The second step in the procedure of survey technique is

more thoroly modified in the "segmental" survey than any of

the other steps. In a single problem survey there is likely to

be but one surveyor, or at least but one set of schedules. It

might, therefore, seem that there could be no differentiation

of task other than a division of territory. Even so small a

point as this would probably be better served in the light of

type of territory in conjunction with this or that type of in-

vestigator. No single problem survey—worthy of the name—is

so simple as all this. It is not the purpose of a social survey

merely to cover territory but to discover facts. In order to get

these facts and be sure he has them exact, it is always neces-

sary for the investigator to verify them, or even amplify them,

from other sources. These sources should be known and con-

sulted before the survey is begun. A pathfinder survey will

discover them. A proper differentiation of tasks in the method

of conducting the survey will make the maximum use of them.

This fact should become clearer as we describe the method of

gathering and tabulating the facts sought by the surve5'.

Where the survey is to be a comprehensive enough investi-

gation to involve any large number of the citizens, it is gener-

ally preceded by a definite publicity campaign. For example,

in the case of the Springfield Survey this publicity campaign

preceded the field work by about three months, was continued

during the entire investigation, and was greatly elaborated dur-

ing the survey exhibit.^^ The purposes of the publicity cam-

paign are to enlist the workers and agencies of the community,

to mobilize and generate sentiment for carrying on the investi-

gation, to make it easier to gather the facts, and to prepare the

community for the findings of the survey. One of the most

important factors in a successful publicity campaign is to make

large use of local talent. The greater the number of the com-

munity's citizens that can be enlisted in some phase of the sur-

•*Harrison, S. M., An Effective Exhibition of a Community Survey.
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vey, the more ready will the community be to carry out the ulti-

mate recommendations of the survey. The trustworthiness of

the facts gathered by amateurs is not as great as if they had

been gathered solely by experts, but the effect of these facts in

the community is probably much greater, because of the com-

munity consciousness which has been awakened by the use of

the amateurs.

Before the survey proper can begin, the rnachinery for the

field work must be prepared. The making of the survey sched-

ules, is the most technical procedure antecedent to the compila-

tion and correlation of the data, for upon the categories which

the schedules contain depend wholly the quality and almost

wholly the quantity of data that will be gathered. The type of

schedule will reflect or show the type of survey to be made,

the general knowledge of the surveyor, the facts discovered by

the pathfinder survey, and the means by which the schedules

pre to be filled. If the survey is a composite investigation the

set? of schedules will be as numerous as are the segments of

the investigation. If it is to be a "segmental" survey, there will

be but one set of schedules. In either case they can be ade-

quately formulated only after the surveyor has made himself

thoroly familiar with what there is to be known about the gen-

eral field in which he is to operate. This knowledge he should

have gained thru making previous similar investigations or thru

published reports of such investigations. In the earliest sur-

veys, and even today in the case of some surveys, the only

possible source of information is the body of knowledge obtain-

ed thru the types of investigations already described. In rare

cases it may be possible that he will have to fall back upon
the theoretical body of thinking which has developed in that

given field. The pathfinder survey should do much to give

direction to the schedules. There is nothing which proves the

need of some antecedent knowledge so thoroly as the experience

that beginning surveyors usually have with schedules which are

not properly prepared and so fail to gather all the facts. Fortu-

nately this defect becomes apparent immediately upon begin-

ning the survey and can be remedied, tho always, of course, at

the expense of preparing new schedules or revising old ones.
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The exact form of the schedule will depend also on the

method by which it is to be filled. If it is to be mailed as a

questionnaire, the categories will have to be less detailed and

more explicit. If the schedule is to be filled by the surveyor

himself, then it may be much more detailed and the categories

need not be set forth in question form. In any case the cate-

gories must be so arranged and be so specific that the same

data will appear in them no matter by whom they are filled.

The best way of assuring this result is to seek quantitative or

near-quantitative replies to all questions. It should be remem-

bered that the survey attempts to be more than mere social

description. Its categories, therefore, must be filled by other

than mere descriptive terms. Such questions as "how much,"

"how many," "how often," "at what time," must be the rule.

The surveyor is asked to limit his description to two or three

terms, such as good, fair, had; dry, damp, wet; new, modern,

old; terms that can be reduced to statistical form in the process

of tabulation. The surveyor may find this hard to do for vari-

ous reasons. He may be filling his schedules from answers

given him by people who have never before attempted to reduce

their opinions or knowledge of the facts sought to such exact

terms. In many cases the person questioned will be unwilling

to give a definite answer. In such cases the surveyor will

have to make his own decision, based on indirect or detailed

questioning or outside knowledge. If the client insists on giving

only qualitative answers, the surveyor is under the necessity of

translating or converting these qualitative statements into quan-

titative form. There is always the possibility that the client

will misunderstand the question and thus give the wrong infor-

mation. Against this the surveyor can fortify himself in nu-

merous ways ; first, by keeping the categories of his schedules

pimple; second, by knowing enough about similar facts to in-

stantly mistrust the information and thus correct the mistake

by a question which will put his client right; and third, by

checking his findings from other sources of information. In

all cases, both in making the schedules and in gathering the

data, the surveyor must keep in mind the fact that exact tabula-
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tion and concrete presentation of his facts are the ends toward

which he is working.

Some of the above statements suggest that there is an art

as well as a science of social surveying. Such unquestionably

is true. The whole technique of field work is an art. A wrong

nif ;hod of approach to the client may vitiate the whole schedule

01 fail to get it filled at all. The author believes as a general

rule the best approach or introduction is to be obtained thru

a frank statement of the purpose of the survey. If the pro-

ject has been preceded by a well-timed publicity campaign, the

approach will be easy. In no case can the investigator expect

to get his data without some explanation of why he wants it.

The surveyor is not a detective and the more frankly he states

the purpose of the survey, the better the relationship he estab-

lishes with his client. Needless to say, there are some situa-

tions where such frankness would at once close the door of his

opportunity. The client may be ignorant, suspicious, or openly

opposed to the project. If ignorance is the obstacle, the sur-

\eyor will have to act as interpreter between the client and

his schedule. If suspicion is the obstacle, he will have to be

c>)nstantly on guard against wilful misrepresentation of facts

getting into the record. If open defiance and protest is the

obstacle, he may have to fill his schedule from observation or

from other sources. Another possibility is that the client may
purposely misrepresent the facts for the sake of some egoistic

end which he thinks he can gain. Such a case can and should

be checked thru other sources. The client also may forget

some items which the surveyor from his previous knowledge

may have reason to believe are present. Indirect and suggestive

questioning will probably get the data tho the surveyor should

be careful not to ask leading questions or in any way so formu-

late his questions as to get answers which the client would not

honestly have otherwise given.

If there is a difference in the manner by which schedules

are filled, so,me from one source and some from another, this

difference should be marked and taken into consideration in

the compilation of the complete data. For insistance cannot be

too emphatically placed upon the need of accuracy in order that
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the facts may be trustworthy and comparable. A schedule would

better not be filled at all than to be filled inaccurately. In fact,

it is highly improbable that all schedules can be filled. A
schedule can at least do no damage when left blank. It is in-

evitable, also, that it will be more difficult to fill some of the

categories of the schedules than it will be to fill others. It is

quite probable in some schedules that some categories cannot

be filled at all. If the purpose for vvhich the schedule was

prepared cannot be accomplished unless all categories are filled,

then a special effort should be made to fill all the categories

from one or another source. It is possible that the main pur-

pose of the survey can be carried out, however, without all

schedules having all their categories filled. Many schedules are

prepared with a clear appreciation of the impossibility of filling

all of the categories. Such a case is illustrated in a Child Wel-

fare Survey under the author's direction at this time. Some
facts which it is almost necessary to obtain concerning wage

earners are asked for in one or two of the categories. The
facts are difficult to get from salaried and professional people,

and are being left blank in many cases. Altho it would be de-

sirable to fill them, if possible, it is not felt that the particular

conclusions which we shall later draw concerning the wage

earner's families, from the facts tabulated from these categories,

need be vitiated because we do not happen to have the facts

concerning the salaried and professional classes. In some cases

it may be deemed more advisable to make an allowance for dif-

ferent classes of people in this way than it is to have a separ-

ate schedule for each class. The data can be tabulated, and

conclusions can be drawn from the number of categories filled

with a definite understanding and statement of the percentage

used in each case. Thru this method of procedure, few com-

plete schedules need be discarded, for from each schedule can

be chosen those categories which are adequately filled. All

these facts the surveyor' should bear in mind while he is filling

the schedules. Two things he should keep constantly in mind:

first, that he is gathering facts, not merely covering territory;

second, that he is gathering these facts not merely for the sake
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of having ihem gathered, but that they may be tabulated, col-

lated, and made use of after they are gathered.

Before we leave the subject of field work, a word should

be added about the technique of handling the geographical area.

In a composite social survey and in many segmental surveys it

is necessary to make a house-to-house canvass. In such a case,

it is necessary to have some very definite and systematic tech-

nique for handling the geographical area. The author has found

the block system to be the most universally satisfactory in

handling territory. This is especially the case where more than

one surveyor is working in the same community. In this sys-

tem, each surveyor or any one surveyor at any given time sur-

veys all the families or houses in one block. He never crosses

a street, and thus never becomes confused nor runs any danger

of duplicating territory. ^Vnother system is to district the terri-

tory.' In this system the block method may still be used, or the

surveyor may follow the streets from one boundary of the ter-

ritory to the other, having some systematic way of handling the

cross streets and alleys. In rural surveying the road system is

probably better for two reasons: first, because country roads

are not so systematically organized as city streets; and second,

because it would be a great loss of energy to survey only the

farms on one side of a rond at a time. In surveys in which

geographical area plays no part, of course, there is no need for

such systematic organization. In such surveys a name or num-

ber is all that will be required for each schedule. The system

of numbering schedules is of great utility for other reasons.

There m.ay be two sets of data concerning the same family or

firm. Facts gathered from other sources concerning the family

or firm can be indexed by the same notation, and thus all the

related facts, from whatever source, and gathered upon no

matter how many schedules, can be easily assembled for tabula-

tion and analysis. The way this system works out is illustrated

by a Rural Economic, Social, and Sanitary Survey being made

under the author's direction at this time. In this survey there

are three schedules for each farm and each schedule is in a

separate investigator's hand. In addition to the survey sched-

ules being filled, there are to be made two sets of water analy-
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ses,—one a chemical and the other a bacterial analysis. By
numbering an economic schedule, a social schedule, a sanitary

schedule and each of the two water specimens as Number 1,

there is no danger of confusion or mistake in assembling the

data for farm Number 1. A few other systems of handling

schedules and territory have been developed, but these few in-

stances will serve as an index to the exactness and care with

which the social surveyor seeks to buttress all his work.

Some indication has been given already of the significance

of collateral sources which may be utilized in collecting facts.

One of the most thoroly scientific steps in survey technique is

the use of checks to ratify, amplify, or ramify the findings of

the house-to-house schedules. Survey schedules are prepared

with these checking sources in mind. The schedule of the

Child Welfare Survey referred to above was planned, and cer-

tain categories were inserted, for the sole purpose of discover-

ing other sources from which a ,more complete knowledge of

the case could be secured. Such categories as : "The Physi-

cian or Mid-Avife in Charge at the Time of Each Child's Birth";

"The Present Family Physician" ; "Name of Father's, Mother's

and Child's Employers" ; "From What Source Charity Re-

ceived" ; and two or three others give the surveyor other sources

from which he can get further data and by which he can check

the data he has obtained in the house-to-house canvass. Public

records of all kinds—marriage, and divorce records, jail and

court records, tax records, and many others, should be examin-

ed. In short the records of all agencies and institutions which

touch the family's life should be made use of. Physicians,

teachers, pastors, charity agents, and policemen, should be con-

sulted. The history of the community, and the geography or

physiography of the community should be taken into considera-

tion. Mental and physical tests of certain types or classes add

much to the specific knowledge and interpretation of data. In

short, no social survey has completed its task until it has thoroly

studied the whole social situation in its origin, development and

present status. This is why the social survey is and must be a

composite investigation. It studies all the factors, phases, and
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tensions of the community's life and utilizes all the sources from

which any information can be obtained about the community..

From what has been said, it should be clear that the field

work of the survey is by no means its most difficult task. Its

most difficult task is the compilation and tabulation of the data

and the presentation of results and conclusions to the commu-
nity. In a survey of the magnitude of the Pittsburgh Survey or

the Springfield Survey, the work of tabulation, compilation and

correlation is turned over to a corps of expert statisticians. In

less comprehensive surveys or in surveys made of smaller com-

munities, the work will probably be done by the same persons

who gather the data. This has both its advantages and disad-

vantages. The chief disadvantage is that the tabulation and

correlation may not be done by persons who are thoroly skilled

statisticians. The chief advantage is that the persons who filled

the schedules are best acquainted with them, and thus may be

capable, from memory or notes, of strengthening weak or defec-

tive data. In no case, however, should schedules and categories

be included in the tabulation unless they are trustworthy. Even

if it is necessary to eliminate whole schedules or categories from

a number of schedules, the compilation should be made only

upon those that are reliable. Conclusions can then be safely

drawn from the body of data compiled, and the survey findings

or exhibit can be presented to the community with the as-

surance that it is being apprised of its true social condition.

The method by which and the form in which the findings

of the survey are presented to the community are fairly well

standardized. The most universally used form of presentation

is that of formal publication in book or bulletin form. The

Pittsburgh Survey findings were published in six large volumes.

The Cleveland Survey findings were published in twenty-seven i-^

small volumes. The findings of most "segmental" surveys and

some composite surveys of small communities are published in a

single book or bulletin. It is surprising how thoroly stand-

ardized the publications are. The different divisioms of any

given publication are very likely to follow the chief categories

of the schedules by means of which the data were gathered. To
say, therefore, that the publications are standardized is again to
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aSsert that surveyors are using fairly well standardized sched-

ules.^^

The different graphic methods by which surveyors present

their findings will be discussed later. (Chapter IV). But in

order that we may set forth a little more clearly the technique

by which the community consciousness is awakened by the sur-

veyor, it will be desirable to pay some attention to the survey

exhibit. The more graphically the facts discovered in the sur-

vey can be presented, the greater will be their force and the

wider the range of their acceptance. Surveyors whenever pos-

sible make great use of photographs, carton-graphs, and other

pictorial methods of presenting their findings in their publica-

tions. Certain agencies, operating in specialized fields of en-

deavor, have for a number of years used poster exhibits as

means of presenting the facts to communities. The Springfield

Survey enlarged upon this bit of technology and presented the

findings of that survey to the citizens of Springfield by an

elaboration of that method plus a great many other methods.

A description of this exhibit should be sufficient to explain the

general technique of the survey exhibit. The Springfield Sur-

vey was a composite investigation in which twelve national

agencies cooperated under the direction of the Department of

Surveys of the Russell Sage Foundation. This survey in some

v/ays demonstrates the fourth step—that of community pub-

licity—better than any other yet made. Practically one-third

as much money was spent in the survey exhibit as was spent in

the total investigation. Newspaper agitation for community

participation began three months before any exhibit committees

were appointed. A complete census of "useful people"—later

to be used in the exhibit project—was made. During this cen-

sus, agitation continued until some eight hundred to one thous-

and people were enlisted in the exhibit project. The publicity

reached to many nearby towns which were finally represented

at the exhibit by officials, school officers, and other citizens.

When the exhibit was finally put on, it was so arranged that

"•A study of survey publications would reveal about the .same results con-

cerning headings under which data and interpretations are presented as a study of

schedules did concerning the standardized categories. See Chapter IV.
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the spectators might pass in a steady stream before the differ-

ent sectional exhibits. All forms of graphic representation were

used so as to make it possible to grasp the ideas quickly. In

addition to these graphic exhibits, five different plays, including

seven casts and some two hundred amateur performers, were

given. They illustrated different findings of the survey in

comparison with ideal standards in recreation, charities, in-

dustrial conditions, and medical inspection. These plays were

but fifteen minutes in length and were presented at half hour

intervals. By all these m.eans the surveyors literally placed

Springfield under the microscope and allowed its citizens to

look at it. Mr. Shelby M. Harrison in summarizing the project

said, "Perhaps the six most distinctive features of the Spring-

field survey exhibition were: 1. The fact that it was based

upon what many feel to be the most comprehensive survey yet

conducted of a medium-sized inland American city. 2. The

fact that it was organized by people of the city which was sur-

veyed, and financed largely by them. 3. The exceptional

quality of the mechanical work done by local volunteers in

preparation of exhibits. 4. The charging of a ten cent ad-

mission fee, which probably lessened the total attendance but

increased the opportunity for the careful examination of the

exhibits by the thoughtful-minded. 5. The very considerable

cooperation on the part of individuals, firms and organizations

which made possible a much better and more complete "exhibi-

tion than the actual budget would have covered. 6. The fine

example of community team play in a purely educational affair,

notwithstanding the possibility of disagreement as to the nature

of the suggestions to be offered by the exhibits, the copy for

which was prepared in New York without examination by the

local committees."^*

In this brief account of survey reports and exhibits we
have found practically all methods of statistical, graphical, pho-

tographic and other visual methods of representing social facts.

The plays which were a part of the Springfield Survey exhibit

are probably only an index to the panoramic methods which

°*Harrison, S. M., An Effective Exhibition of A Community Survey. Russell

Sage Foundation.
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will sooner or later be developed. The pageant which has been

employed in many other educational and publicity ways will un-

doubtedly some day be used to present the findings of a great

composite social survey. When this is done the community

surveyed and the social workers and citizens of the country at

large will, for the first time, see a social situation under the

microscope. A community in miniature will pass before their

eyes in order that they may see the actual interwoven, living

tensions, forces, and factors of their common life even more

distinctly than the experts saw it in their bird's eye view at the

beginning of the investigation.

We shall now pass from the general technique of social

surveying to what may be called Survey Technology or the de-

tailed methods and elements of social investigation.



CHAPTER IV

The Technology of the Social Survey

There has been a rapid advance in recent years in the art

and science of presenting data in graphic form. The American

Society of Mechanical Engineers has attempted to estabHsh a

Joint Committee on Standards for Graphic Presentation. Pam-

phlets and books have appeared, setting forth the need and

value of such presentation.''^ The social survey has made great

use of these methods and has had no small part in developing

them. For just as the social survey is a composite of many

methods of social analysis and descriptions, so the survey method

of gathering and presenting facts is a combination of many

types of social technology which have been wielded together into

a composite survey technology. What we shall attempt to do

is to trace each different element of survey technology from its

individual development to its amalgamation with all other ele-

ments into a composite method of social investigation.

The best known method of presenting social facts, of

course, is mere social description after having casually or care-

fully observed the facts or situations. No survey can, however,

possibly state all its concrete findings thru mere description.

To do so would be to write a case history of all families, in-

stitutions, or individuals surveyed. On the other hand, few

surveys would be read that presented facts only in the form of

statistical tables. The easiest way to be sure that the findings

of the survey challenge the attention of the community is to

present them, as it were, in picture form. It is highly probable

that millions of dollars have been spent in gathering facts, the

usefulness of which has been lost because the investigator ex-

pected them automatically to get results. The discovering of a

fact is but the beginning, the first step, in making the fact ef-

fective. The last step is such a presentation of that fact as to

»5See especially Brinton, W. C, Graphic Methods of Presenting Facts (The

Engineering Magazine Company, New York, 1914), and Harrison, S. M., An Ef-

fective Survey Exhibit (Riissdl Sage Foundation, 1916).

51
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be assured of its being accepted by the community. Most facts

become living, dynamic factors of a community's life only when
the community becomes conscious of them. The nexus between

a static, maybe submerged, and thus relatively dead fact, and a

dynamic, living fact is a successful presentation of that fact,

and the key to a successful presentation is an adequate tech-

nology for presenting facts. The way to get the greatest body

of facts absorbed by the community is to present them in con-

crete, yet non-technical forms. If the presentation is in graphic

form, the situation is often more accurately described than it

could be in any other way, and, furthermore, there is no ques-

tion about its being described in a language that is universal

—

the language of space perception. It is not our purpose to at-

tempt an analysis of the function of space perception in the

learning and knowing processes. But we are convmced that a

thoro appreciation of the part played by graphic methods of

presenting facts can not be had without a proper understanding

of how large a part of what we know has been learned thru

technology, which has reduced facts to space perception. For,

so far as the writer knows, there is no other way of quanti-

tatively presenting facts than thru space perception.

Besides the efficiency in getting facts accepted, resulting

from quantitative representation, there is a great economy in

the use of such technology for gatherings facts. No investi-

gator can remember all the individual facts he discovers. An
efficient technology operates as a vehicle for retaining as well

as obtaining data. Furthermore, such a retainer or tool gets all

facts in the same form from no matter how many sources or

thru how many investigators. The subjective and vague ele-

' ments are eliminated because the facts all wear the same garb

and are retained in the same retainer. A survey schedule, for

instance, does not permit the use of varying or various descrip-

tive words. It demands the checking of one of a few descrip-

tive terms or a mathematical statement of facts. Facts gathered

by means of such a tool are by right of this procedure reduced

to types or groups, and a much larger body of facts can be as-

similated by the community when reduced to and presented in

such form No community, nor even an individual, can as-
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similate or comprehend a thousand individual facts, but a thous-

and or even a milhon facts can be comprehended if reduced to

quantitative or graphic form. The following are examples of

three different ways of presenting the same body of facts to a

community, viz: "The water in the Harlem River is so thoroly

polluted that it is a source of ill health in New York City."

Such a sentence might very well appear in one of the metropoli-

tan newspapers of the city at any time. Its effect would prob-

ably be nil because of the fact that all New York really believed

it before the statement was made, and such a statement did

nothing to make the facts more real to them. A second way of

stating this body of facts might be as follows: "A bacterial

analysis by the Metropolitan Sewage Commission has discovered

that there are 15,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter of water in

the Harlem River." Such a statement is thoroly scientific, in

fact so highly scientific that it would probably mean nothing to

most of the people who were affected by the pollution. A
graphic presentation of the fact, such as the Commission used,

would have much greater effect. It stated it thus :®®

Bacteria per Cubic Ccntimeter of Water

»20
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tables serve as vehicles for condensing great bodies of facts,

make these facts easy of comparison, and utilize and capitalize

a method of evaluation which is appreciated alike by layman

and expert. The United States Census Reports afford an ex-

ample of the use of this method. The bulletins put out by the

different bureaus of research add to the data of the decen-

nial census those facts gathered in these special fields of in-

vestigation.

The extensive use made of these compilations and especial-

ly of such unofficial compilations as the World Almanac and

similar popular source books, proves the great value and appre-

ciation placed upon facts stated quantitatively or in terms of

common mathematical values. No survey from Domesday to

Pittsburgh has ever been made which did not make use of the

valuable technology of statistical tables. The utter confusion,

however, with which the common person labors over the census

reports; the naive opinion of the layman on the one hand, that

statistics, like scripture, can be quoted to prove anything, and

the knowledge of the scientist, on the other hand, that truth

does not spring uncaused from mere figures, are indicative of

the weakness of mere statistics as means of gathering and in-

terpreting social facts. Consequently, we find social workers

and social scientists attempting to express these facts thru media

which in themselves present not only the facts, but the correla-

tion of facts and the interpretation of the social situation which

the facts represent. Probably the simplest of these media is the

outline map on which symbols are printed or drawn. These

are given definite meanings and values by the use of appended

descriptions and by their location on the map and state a corre-

lation with the general geographical region and all that

the reader happens to know about that region. These symbols

can be made to represent the same facts that are expressed in

statistical tables. The extension workers of the University of

Wisconsin have made large use of this method in their sur-

veys. Professor Carver adopted it as a method of recording

and publishing some of the data that he and his staff gathered

in the Rural Organization Service. In some cases he used

such simple and yet expressive symbols as the following:
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"Small dot—1 creamery; large dot—10 creameries."

"Small dot—1 cheese factory; large dot—10 cheese fac-

tories."^^ The dots are properly located upon the map and so

give the observer the measurement and location of these indus-

tries at a glance. This type of map is used regularly in the

government crop reports, and many other bulletins.

The health investigation in White County, Illinois, referred to

above, used the symbol of round dots to represent living cases

of tuberculosis in 1915 and square dots to represent cases of

death from tuberculosis during the same year.^^

A map of Turtle Mountain District, Canada, tells where

all the churches and school houses of the district are located;

whether the denomination is Methodist, Presbyterian, Anglican,

Holiness, or Roman Catholic; whether the churches are with or

without ministers ; whether services are conducted in churches

or school houses; and the territory which each pastor or priest

presides over. The number, distribution, and in some measure

the function of the religious institutions and workers of the

community are thus told in a far more impressive and dynamic

way than a mere table or a number of tables of statistics could

have told it.^°° The map equipped with some set of symbols

has becom.e an almost universal means of recording and pub-

lishing survey findings.

Closely allied with the map is the detailed outline chart,

which attempts to describe and explain the functional relations

of facts, the correlation of which is with some background, lo-

cation, or condition other than the geographical one which is the

chief correlation in the map. It may be so simple a thing as a

chart for tabulating the same facts under two categories, rather

than under one category as is generally the case in statistical

tables. One set of data may concern the age, occupation, train-

ing, and so forth of individuals. These categories would stand

horizontally at the top of the chart. The other set of data may

°*Carver, T. N., "The Organization of Rural Interests." Year Book of U. S.

Department of Agriculture, 1914, 244-7.

"Foster, Dr. L. H. and Fulber, H., A Health Survey of White County, Illi-

nois, 5.

JwiRiddell, VV. A., Rural Survey of Turtle Mountain District, Manitoba, Cana-

da. Frontico.
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be concerning the sex, nationality, physical condition, and the

like, of these same individuals. These categories would stand

vertically and to the left of the chart. The mere recording of

facts by means of this chart points out a correlation and

sometimes an interpretation of these facts.^"^

A much more detailed chart is one in which the functional

relation of a great number of agencies and institutions is rep-

resented by a diagram. Such diagrams, are, for the most part,

of two types, namely; those drawn from a single center like

the ribs of a fan^°^ or spokes of a wheel, and those drawn in

a square or circle in which the major or more comprehensive

organization or agency is either represented at the top or sur-

rounds all others.^"^ Each of these types of charts gives oppor-

tunity for a description of each agency and its function in the

space allotted to it. Such charts are literally social blue prints

of the community in action. They do more to bring the social

situation before the citizen of that community than the compila-

tion of a hundred statistical tables would do.

Before we go further with the discussion of the exhibit

of findings, we should probably give some consideration to the

technology of gathering social facts. The first and easiest

means employed in gathering data was that of merely observing

the situation and printing or delivering, so far as the observer

was able, a verbal photograph of what was seen. This type of

social description has played a very minor part in social sur-

veying and is destined to play a still lesser part in the future,

except as it is absorbed into other types of survey technology.

Following this perceptual and superficial method comes the

questionnaire. The questionnaire is almost a universal method

of gathering data. It finds out the same facts that are ob-

served by the method just cited, but it attempts to gather these

facts from a great number of communities, or to gather numer-

ous facts in a particular community, and the results are always

'"^Vocational Education Survey of Minneapolis, Minnesota, Bulletin of The

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Whole No. 199; vocational series No. 1.

"^Burr, W., "Community Welfare in Kansas," Extension Bulletin No. 4, 24,

Kansas State Agricultural College.

»o»White, E. V. and Leonard, W. E., "Studies in Farm Tenancy in Texas,"

Bulletin of the Univtrsity of Texas, 1915; No. 21, 117.
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answers to the same questions. The questionnaire may be used

to ascertain the exact number, quantity, or measurement of

phenomena, or it may be used merely to find out and tabulate

what people think about these phenomena. It is used very ex-

tensively by the census bureau in imaking special investigations.

It has been used to size up great national problems,^''* to find

out the status of certain categories of teaching in American

Universities;^"^ to discover the educational status of certain

groups of professional men;^°^ to tabulate the public sentiment

of a community concerning certain institutions and movements

of interest within that community ;^°^ to make church and school

surveys. ^°^ Probably the most extended and scientific investi-

gation ever made by use of the questionnaire was that of scien-

tific managem.ent by the late Professor Hoxie. Upon the find-

ings of this questionnaire the author wrote a book of almost

three hundred pages. This questionnaire, the findings of which

formed the basis for all of Professor Hoxie's conclusions, con-

tained seven hundred and seventy major questions. Some of

these major questions had as many as nineteen sub-questions.^°'

At the beginning of its development, the questionnaire was

literally a correspondence survey. Lately, however, it has be-

come also a surveyor's field book or schedule. The questions

may be asked personally or indirectly, but the answers are re-

corded categorically. The value of the questionnaire depends

upon the conciseness with which the questions can be and are

answered. If the answer can be made absolutely affirmatively

or negatively the tabulations are easily made. If the answers

can be numerically made or if they can be weighted by the one

iwReport of The Commission on Country Life, 50-55.

""Bernard, L. L., "The Teaching of Sociology in the United States," Ameri-
can Journal of Sociology, September, 1909, and "The Teaching of Sociology in

Southern Colleges and Universities," American Journal of Sociology, January, 1918,

496-511.

""Taylor, A. W., "The Educational Status of the Ministry of The Disciples

of Christ."

^"'Taylor, C. C, "The Application of Inductive Methods in Social Investiga-

tion." (Master's thesis, Univ. of Texas).

^<»Melvin, B. L., "A Rural Church Survey of Boone County, Missouri."

(Master's thesis. University of Missouri).

"'Hoxie, R. F., "Scientific Management and Labor."
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answering them or by the questioner himself, they are that much
more valuable.

The regular and complete survey schedule is only a perfect-

ed questionnaire made to be used in personal inquiry. It can

be filled out more accurately because the tabulator is always the

same person. It generally asks such questions as, "How
much?", "How many?", "When?" i. e., it seeks quantitative an-

swers which can be readily and quickly tabulated in small space.

It may be utilized to gather data from any source—personal in-

quiry, personal observation, the census, records of social and
civic organizations, books or other surveys. It gathers and
tabulates every fact that the questionnaire does, and gathers

and tabulates it in a much more quantitative and accurate way.

All valuations are usually made by the same person. If they

are not, all answers are set down under the same rules and in

the same categories. Many times the categories need noth-

ing but check marks in one or another place or different kinds

of check marks in a given place.^^'* The survey schedule is

practically the "last word" in survey technology so far as gath-

ering a comprehensive and composite body of data relating to a

whole community is concerned.

The survey schedule is prepared to tabulate all the numer-
ous questions to which the surveyor desires to obtain answers.

These questions are first set down in great detail and separate-

ly. This is what Miss Richmond calls in a special sense a

questionnaire because it raises all the questions which the situa-

tion might suggest.^^^ These numerous questions are then re-

duced to types, and these types to schedules which may not

ask questions at all but may be merely categories to be filled or

checked. The categories or schedules under which the data are

gathered vary with the type of investigations to be made and
with the purposes of those investigations. There are, how-
ever, in the composite survey quite definite and universal meth-

ods and technology. There are some schedules, for instance,

which appear in practically all surveys, especially all surveys

that attempt to be comprehensive. The author has made a de-

""Felton. R. A., Study of a Rural Parish, 7.

'"Richmond, Afary E., Social Diagnosis, Chapter 20.
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tailed study of eighty of these surveys, some of which are ex-

ceedingly specialized and others of which attempt to be com-

prehensive. The frequent appearance of certain categories sug-

gest the possibility of developing a definite technology in social

surveying. The schedules did not appear under these definite

headings. The author has made synthetic headings but has been

very careful not to violate the class of data which appears un-

der schedules of other names than those used here. The fre-

quencies of the schedules ran as follows:

Social organization and school condition 44

Community and civic organization 40

Occupation 38

Social and moral conditions 37

Religious life and organizations 36

Physiography 32

Health and sanitation 28

Population 25

Economic resources 22

Recreation 22

Family conditions 21

Homes (including housing) 19

Home economy 14

Age 12

Means of communication 11

Sex
9'

Nationality 8

Social classes 6

Needless to say, there were dozens of individual schedules

which appeared in different surveys. We have included only

those schedules which appeared oftener than five times, i. e.,

in more than five of the eighty surveys. Some of the schedules

were broken up into numerous sub-schedules, but were ulti-

mately classified under the categories as we have detailed them.

In surveys for particular purposes one schedule would often

contain the major portion of the information, but the other

schedules were considered necessary in order to get a complete

appreciation of the general situation. A similar classification
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could be made of the schedules of specific types of surveys

such as school, church, or industrial surveys, which would

serve to show how well standardized and differentiated the

technology has become in special fields also. If this classfica-

tion were made, the percentage of definite schedules would be

much greater owing to the greater homogeneity of the surveys.

Considered even as v/e have analysed them here, however, it is

quite apparent that there is developing a survey technology

which is destined to tell us much about the communities which

have been studied which we have not previously realized.

When we examine the published survey report, which is the

nexus between the material facts and the community consci-

ousness of those facts, we find a still more highly developed

symbolry. Even the social blue print as we have called the

outline chart, will not suffice in this case, for there are many
who care so little about the larger social facts of their com-

munity that they will not take the time to study even simple

diagrams and charts. The survey exhibit and report must be a

photograph, so to speak, of the social situation if it is to chal-

lenge the attention of any but the most thoughtful and enlight-

ened citizens. The map, the chart and the graph must each

play a part in presenting facts and situations in such a way as

to make comparative values and standards easily grasped. The
degree to which this can be attained, is well illustrated in the

Year Book of American Agriculture (1915) by "A Graphic

Summary of American Agriculture,"^^^ which gives a com-

plete record of the amount and distribution of American farm

products for the year 1915. All data are presented in graph

form. Two principle forms are used, one of which is a map
that is dotted with little black dots which literally cover some

sections of the map and do not appear at all in other sections.

A separate map is used for each type of product. The other

chief form is a graph made of shaded lines or bars placed in

horizontal or vertical parallels so as to make comparison easy.

This latter graph is used in practically all survey reports, and

is only one of a group of such representations. In some reports

*'^Smith, M.; Baker, O. E. and Hainsworth, R. G., Year Book of American
Agriculture, 1915, 529-403.
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black squares are placed in comparison, in others a portion of

a single square is colored or shaded to represent a body of data

or a social situation. Circles may be used, segments of which

are colored so as to force comparison. The plotted curve is a

common method employed in the survey as well as in statistics.

In many cases a number of curves are interwoven. ^^^ Mere

blocks of a uniform size may be presented in pyramids or other

forms. Maps, bars, blocks, and circles may be shaded to a

greater or less degree. Within these maps, charts, blocks or

circles may be inserted cartoons picturing the thing which the

graph is attempting to present. There are literally hundreds of

these quantitative wa3^s of expressing facts which ^make the

facts understandable to citizens and yet keep them approxi-

mately true to the social situation as seen by the expert.^^*

Even the most subtle and subjective factors in community life

are more completely grasped and fully appreciated when they

are expressed in a graphic or some other quantitative way. The

Oregon Social Hygiene Society has attempted to estimate the

relative value of its various methods of publicity and education

by taking "the distribution of one circular, after a meeting" as

a standard, i. e., with a value of 1, and then judging the com-

parative value of twenty-one other methods of publicity and

education by this, the simplest one of the methods. Of course,

such estimates are not as accurate as inches and feet, ounces

and pounds, but no one can doubt that there is a value in such

a procedure. The following schedule of value is taken from

the Oregon Social Hygiene Society's report

:

"Attendance of one parent at a meeting—7.3," "Attend-

ance of one teacher at conference or lecture—11.9," "One call

at the advisory department—17.4," "The placing of one State

Board of Health placard—26.7.""^ If these values do nothing

more than impress upon the citizen the relative merits of the

parts he can play in these twenty-two methods of publicity and

"^Thc Cleveland Survey, Vol. 10, 23.

^'''Vol. 10 of The Cleveland Survey alone presents sixty graphs of different

kinds.

"'"State Wide Education in Social Hygiene," Social Hygiene, Vol. II, No. 3.

July, 19)6.
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education, they have accompHshed more than would have re-

sulted if no differential valuations had been attempted.

The most highly developed technology for graphically pre-

senting facts is a composite survey exhibit of which we have

a good example in the Springfield Survey Exhibit. Such an

exhibit not only uses all forms of quantitative and graphic pre-

sentation but adds the technology of the stage by dramatizing

the findings of the survey and presenting them to the commu-
nity from the platform. The Chicago Vice Commission did

somevv'hat the same thing v/hen it hired actors and actresses to

impersonate people and interpret situations which the commis-

sion had revealed. The play, which was thrown upon the

screen of one of the leading playhouses of Chicago, probably

did more to apprise the community of the findings of the com-

mission than did the published report. A Visual Instruction

Service has recently been established by the General Welfare

Department of the Indiana University Extension Division and

Texas University has a similar service. Forty-two Pennsyl-

vania organizations and thirteen outside the state have united

in an eleven booth exhibit of "The Feeblemindedness Menace"

under the auspices of the Pennsylvania Public Charities Asso-

ciation. ^^^ The Child Welfare Committee, The Social Hygiene

Society, The International Harvester Company, and a number

of other organizations are making extensive use of graphic and

pictorial exhibits. The Survey Magazine uses this technology

continually as a definite part of its method of presenting facts.

Practically all publications use it more or less. Nothing proves

its efficiency and power better than the newspaper cartoon.

The ultimate form of the survey exhibit will undoubtedly

include the pageant. The pageant has been used for some time

to represent legends, historic facts, and to show the evolution

of situations and ideas in literature. Recently it has been used

to present educational ideals, ideals of Americanization, ideals

of food conservation, and other ideals. The necessity of driv-

ing home these ideals to all the population has demanded the

use of this highly dramatic piece of technology. An equal ne-

"•r/ir Community Center. Vol. II, no. ii, 16, February, 1918.
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cessity of making the findings of a survey apparent to a com-

munity could easily result in the effective use of the pageant

as an exhibit for some great composite survey. When this is

done, the community surveyed and the social workers and citi-

zens of the community will for the first time see a social situa-

tion under the miscroscope. A community in miniature will

pass before their eyes in order that they may see the actual in-

terwoven, living tensions, forces and factors of their common
life even more distinctly than the expert investigators saw it at

the beginning of their investigation. When this stage is reached,

as it surely will be, scientific knowledge and social conscious-

ness will have become mutual cause and effect, scientific

knowledge and social enterprise will have become one, the social

expert and the community will have joined hands to solve their

common problems.



CHAPTER VI

The Possibilities and the Limitations of the

Social Survey

In Chapter One of this thesis we sought to discover the

criteria and ideals which the social surveyor has set for him-

self as an investigator of facts. In Chapter Two we attempted

to trace the kinds of investigations which have been made in

the name of social research. In Chapter Three we discussed

the technique of field work. In Chapter Four we noted the

different types of technology which have been used to measure,

describe and report the findings of social investigations. In

, Chapter Five we discussed the methods and criteria of science,

and cited some illustrations to the effect tl,iat the social survey

approaches and, possibly, to some degree demonstrates a scien-

tific method for sociological research. It is now our purpose

to compare, as concisely and as briefly as possible, the general

methods and criteria of science with the methods and criteria

of the social survey, to check the methods of the social survey

by the recognized methods of science and thus get some appre-

ciation of the possibilities and limitations of the social survey as

a scientific method of social research.

We know of no more definite means of comparing the

methods of the social survey with the methods of science than

that of stating, as definitely as possible, the criteria of science

and then stating the demonstrated procedure of social surveys.

The first and most important criterion of science is that it be a

method of exact and impartial enalysis of facts.'^'^'' The social

survey, without a single exception, so far as the writer knows,

has developed upon the basis of impartial analysis. It has de-

veloped practically outside the field of theoretical sociology and

so has escaped altogether any preconceived notions which social

theorists may have had. The case worker and other expert field

"'Pearson, K., The Grammar of Science, 9; Poincare, H., The Value of Sci-

ence, 137; Mach, E., Popular Scientific Lectures, 232; Enriques, F., Problems of

Science, 67.

'64)
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workers who have developed the method' of the social survey

have cared only for the facts which were actually operative in

the community where they labored. They accumulated a large

body of data for the sake of carrying on specific projects, with

no thought of its scientific significance, but we have come to ',

see that these data are the basic facts out of which social

theory must be formed. These social workers and investigators

have been not only impartial in their collection and analysis of

facts, but they have also been exact in their methods. They

were seeking these facts only because they wanted to use them

for very definite purposes. These definite purposes demanded

that the facts be exact, that they be representative of some very

definite condition or situation, and that they be so specifically

stated that other social workers would be able to understand

and use them.

The second criterion of science that we would name is '<

that the phenomena which are the objects of investigation be '
t'

\

typical, that they be representative of a species, a type, or a i

class of facts.'^'^^ The social survey, as we saw in Chapter

One, attempts to meet this criterion. Not all surveys have been

made with the purpose of investigating or discovering typical

situations, typical counties, or typical communities and typical

sections of communities. Many of them, however, have specifi-

cally stated this to be their purpose. To what extent they have

accomplished this purpose we shall probably be unable to state

until a much greater number of surveys have been made. The

only thing that we can definitely assert at this stage of develop-

ment of the social survey is that many social surveyors hold

it as their ideal to discover and reveal typical phenomena.
j

The third and final general criterion of science is that it j

''

)

discovers or formulates scientific laws.'^'^^ The social survey

lays no claim to having accomplished this final step in scientific

method. Social surveying is the task of the expert. The

formulation of the laws of science is the task of the scientist.

"^Pearson, K., Grammar of Science, 29; Poincare, H., Value of Science, 140;

Mach, E., Popular Scientific Lectures, 194; Enriques, F. Problems of Science, 50.

""Pearson, K., op. cit., 37; Poincare, H., op. cit., 13; Mach, E., op. cit.. 156:

Enriques, F., op. cit.
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Since, however, few if any social phenomena can be taken into

the laboratory, and since the social scientists are for the most

part men whose time is occupied in academic pursuits, it would

seem advisable that the social expert and the professor of socio-

logy should form a coalition for working out a method of

scientific research and analysis in the field of the social sci-

ences. When this alliance is formed, the social survey will

have accomplished the final step in scientific procedure, for the

specific facts which the surveys have discovered will then be

made over into correlated or collated facts, and the exact meth-

ods with which the surveyor operates will have furnished the

social scientist with a much needed exact technique and tech-

nolog}\

Sociologists and social surveyors, vv-hether they recognize it

or not, are interested in the same field of phenomena. Profes-

sor Small's designation of the "Groups of Personal Wants" as

;

"(a) health, (b) wealth, (c) sociability, (d) knowledge, (e)

beauty, (f) rightness"^-" is but a theoretical way of stating

facts which could be and, in fact, have been surveyed. The at-

tempt of Professor Giddings to classify human association into

eight kinds of rational societies^^^ is but a theoretical way of

accomplishing the same thing that the surveyor accomplishes by

detailed study of communities. Nor has this common interest

and direction of effort been altogether unrecognized. The find-

ings of the social surveys are of immediate value to many cour-

ses in sociology. Practically all the courses which are taught in

Schools of Philanthropy and many of those which are taught in

the regular curricula of colleges and universities depend upon

specific and detailed knowledge of the facts which the social sur-

vey investigates. . It is to be hoped, and we believe it is to be ex-

pected, that the influence and value of the social survey method

will not end with the courses in applied sociology but will ex-

tend to the theoretical courses in sociology. If the social survey

discovers and reports exact facts, it should be a means of check-

ing up on social theories and ultimately of furnishing the bases

'^'Small, A. B., and Vincent, G. E., An Introduction to the Study of Society,

175.

•-'Giddings. F H., American Journal of Sociology, 10, 167.
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of more exact formulation of the scientific laws of social phe-

nomena, and thus should lead to a scientific sociolog}^

No instructor in the field of applied sociology attempts to

organize his courses or develop lois field outside the body of

data which has been furnished him by social surveyors or by

those groups of social investigations which preceded the social

survey and out of which the social survey has evolved. It was

in the field of Criminology or Criminal Anthropology

that the positive m.ethod in sociolog}^ made its first real

progress.^-- Practically all the knowledge and principles in the

field of Social Pathology and other philanthropy courses hive

been furnished by case workers, social investigations of differ-

ent sorts and recently by social surveys. ^~^ The comparatively

new fields of Urban and Rural Sociology depend almost Avholly

upon the investigations and surveys for their body of knowldege,

Especially is this true of Rural Sociology^^* because of the

great number of surveys that have been made in the last five

years.

The contributions of the survey do not by any means end

with the courses just mentioned, nor do they end with the

field of sociolog}\ Education,^^^ Economics,^^® and Political

Science,^^^ have all benefitted by these investigations. Some

notable contributions have been made to the field of Ethnology

by the far-reaching and suggestive extension of the survey

method to the study of whole tribes and peoples. The Veddas,

a survey of the people by that name, made by Mr. and Mrs. C.

G. Seligmann and The Torres Straits Expedition, a composite

survey of the Eastern Islanders of Torres Straits, conducted in

^--Whether or not the author accepts Lombroso's theories of crime does not

vitiate the fact just stated.

^"'See Nearing, S., Income; Goddard, H. H., Feeblemindedness ; Best, H., The

Deaf; a survey of the "Cost of Living in the District of Columbia" vmade by lue

U. S. Bureau of Labor) ; and literally hundreds of other investigations which in

the past have contributed to the field of applied sociology and which today are

keeping the body of data up-to-date.

^-*Vogt, P. L., An Introduction to Rural Sociology.

^-'Kirkpatrick, E. A., Foundation of Sociology, Chapter 20; Cubberley, E. P.,

The Portland Survey.

^-^Nearing, S., Income; Streightoff, F. H., Standard of Living; Chapin, R. C,
^andard of Living.

^-'Allen, W. H., "Efficient Democracy;" and the many contributions of the

Municipal Bureau of Research.
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five sections, each under an expert in his field of reasearch,^^'

are investigations which suggest that the social survey need not

confine itself to any narrow territorial domain or community.

In fact, the method of anthropological and archaeological re-

search has practically always been more or less the same as that of

the survey. The further back into the recognized and estab-

lished fields of science the survey method can penetrate, the

more quickly will it be accepted as a true method of science

rather than as a mere fad or fashion.

A few illustrations cited from the two ethnological sur-

veys just mentioned will serve to demonstrate the value of the

survey method to bodies of knowledge which are fairly deeply

entrenched in theoretical tradition. Seligmann made a definite

psychological and physiological test upon a number of the Ved-

das. His scientific examination of their sense of vision, hear-

ing ^nd pain, made by means of modern scientific technology,

serves to show how thoroly erroneous an accepted theory in a

given field of science can be.^-^ Volume VI, alone, of the

Torres Straits Report contains three maps and seventy figures

(photographs, plates and drawings). One of the maps is a

topographical or physiographical as well as a social map.^^° It

is as perfect a specimen in miniature of the situation under

study as any enlarged graph or drawing of a zoological speci-

men could be. The graphs and plates, which are either photo-

graphs or drawings of the implements, instruments of magic,

and other things, coupled with the vivid description, the mate-

rial for which was obtained by living and talking with the peo-

ple themselves and amplified by contributions from mission-

aries, traders and travelers, furnishes an authentic analysis of

the life of one of the most primitive of peoples. A comparison

of the findings of a few such surveys as the two cited would

add more to the body of scientific ethnology than has yet been

contributed to that field. Both the surveys made thoro and

exact studies of types of social organizations. Rivers' gene-

'-'Report of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits.

Cambridge Univ. Press, London, 1908.

'•''Compare Spencer, H., Princit'lcs of Sociology, Vol. 1, 76-77 with Seligmann,

C. C. & B. Z., The Veddas, Chapter XVI.
^^oReport of thr Torres Straits Expedition, Vol. VI.
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ological tables of the Murray Islanders is as perfect a scien-

tific compilation as could well be imagined. ^^^ What the

findings of such si^'veys can do and have done in the field of

anthropology and ethnology, they can do and probably are des-

tined to do for any body of knowledge or field of research to

v/hich they are applied. And since the survey method is noth-

ing whatever but the recognized and accepted comparative

method of all science, the two steps needed to assure its appli-

cation to the field of sociology are a desire on the part of the

sociologist that it be applied and an experimental working out

of technologies which will reduce observations to a comparative

basis. The contributions of the social survey are limited largely

by the measure of these two steps.

The influence of the social survey has been limited be-

cause of facts which we have already mentioned but which we
may be permitted to refer to again at this point. The survey

method has been developed almost wholly outside of the field

of theoretical sociology. This has resulted in three very dis-

tinct things : ( 1 ) surveys have been made generally for propo-

gandic purposes, i. e., as bases for community programs. ^^^

(2) The fact that surveys have been made for local purposes

has kept them largely confined to local, almost colloquial, situa-

tions. (3) They have been largely made by field workers who
do not have the opportunity to know and thus appreciate na-

tional and world situations, which are of dominating interest to

the sociologist. This last fact probably has more to do with

the lack of unity of efforts of the investigator and the socio-

logist than any other one thing. The sociologist has at his

command all the contributions of history, economics, political

science, psychology, and biology. To him the study of society

is the study of social evolution, social change, social progress,

or, in a general sense,—social dynamics. Therefore, to him

the social survey seems static in its method. It measures things

as they are now. It refuses to generalize from things it cannot

observe. It is purely inductive. The survey report may con-

»»Ibid. See especially Pp. 78 and 79.

"^Burgess, E. W., The Social Survey, a Field for Constructive Service by

Departments of Sociology, American Journal of Sociology, Vol. XXI, 492.
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tain a chapter on The History of the Community, but this his-

tory will be a summary of growth of population, topography

and similar purely tangible and measurable facts. The sociolo-

gist sees and knows that a sociology constructed out of such

limited data would be quite different from any other social

science if not different from all sciences.

What then must be concluded concerning the survey, the

survey method, and the science of sociology? Two things we
are already certain of, (1) that the expert investigator has for

some time been furnishing the applied fields of sociology with

a large portion of their data, and (2) survey findings have

altered social theories in the field of ethnology and anthro-

pology. It is probable that the same thing will happen in every

field to which it is applied as a method of research. We may
further conclude that the cooperation of the social surveyor

and the sociologist should not and does not end with the in-

fluence which the expert has upon the theories of the scientist.

Schools of philanthropy, which are literally departments of ap-

plied sociology, train experts by teaching them the fundamen-

tals of the social sciences and the technique of field work.

Teachers of sociology everywhere make more or less use of

the community in which they teach as a laboratory. In large

cities like Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, and

Minneapolis departments of sociology have greatly assisted

social agencies in their organization and used them as directing

agencies for students who are doing field work. The Univer-

sity of Kansas, the University of Southern California, the Uni-

versity of Missouri, the University of Minnesota, and the Uni-

versity of Chicago offer courses in social surveying. Members of

the extension divisions of a number of universities are now the

leaders in their respective states, especially in rural surveying.

A social survey of Fargo, North Dakota, was made by a socio-

logist upon the request of a local organization.^^* The Child

Welfare Association of Columbia, Missouri, recently requested

the Department of Sociology of the University of Missouri to

make a survey of the condition of children in that city. The

»«*Ibid, 494.
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1

State Board of Charities asked the same department for a sur-

vey of Outdoor Relief in Boone County, Missouri. The first

of these surveys is just completed and the second is under way.

The field work has been and is being done by students in a

class in "Methods of Social Investigation" in the university.

Why should not all departments of sociology in leading uni-

versities train men and women to be expert social surveyors?

These men and women would then in time turn back to these

departments of sociology a large and reliable body of data

which would be of the utmost value to the science of soci-

ology. If the social scientist is to depend upon the social sur-

vey for his exact data and exact methods of measuring and

reporting facts, he should be willing and anxious to assist in #

developing the social surveyor. When this is done, as it surely

will be, the expert investigator will be capable of seeing be-

yond the immediate implications of his findings to their wider

significance. And when he does this he will probably extend

the survey beyond the local community to state and national,

maybe world, situations and problems, as indeed the Rocke-

feller and Sage Foundations have already done.

In the final conclusion we should consider two weaknesses

which seem to be inherent in the technique and technology of

the social survey. First, the fact that the survey is highly in-

ductive, has led to the objection that it will forever be limited

in application by both time and place. It is asserted that it

must thus confine itself to the present and future while there

are many social situations the understanding of which demand

an acquaintance with wide bodies of facts in both time and

place. Second, some of these facts may be out of the reach of

the surveyor because they demand a study of the history as

well as the present status of the social situation. To base an

objection on the first of these conditions is little short of fool-

ish. No zoologist who asserts that he has a knowledge of the

nervous system of frogs claims to have studied all the frogs'

nervous systems in existence. He does not even assert that a

frog might or does not have a nervous system different from

the "nervous system of frogs" that he describes. All he as-

serts is that this is a typical frog's nervous system and that he
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has reconstructed or described it after having studied a num-
ber—sometimes one number, sometimes another number—of

frogs. The social surveyor sets for himself a no more diffi-

cult task than the exact scientist sets for himself, namely: to

study a sufficient number of typical specimens.

Concerning the second condition, which seems to make the

survey method a study of static conditions, we can but offer

again the first sentence of this study, namely: "The social

survey is new." If it analyses, measures, and reports things as

they are today and tomorrow, these days will soon be the yes-

terdays of the many succeeding days to come and these find-

ings will be the history of those new days' social situations.



APPENDIX

It is impossible in this appendix to offer any exhaustive

display of survey schedules and questionnaires. We are offer-

ing three samples with the hope that they may serve as a basis

for schedule construction. The discussion in Chapter Three

deals with the general principles of schedule construction and

attempts to set forth in some detail the value and methods of

the use of schedules and questionnaires. The reader is advised

to make a thoro study of a number of schedules before starting

upon an investigation in which he expects to use this method

of gathering data. Attention is called to four documents,

specific citations to which can be gotten from the attached

bibliography, which offer further samples schedules. These

documents are, "Knowing One's Own Community," by Aro-

novici ; "The Technique of the Social Survey," by Elmer ; "The

Study of a Rural Parish. A Method of Survey," by Felton

;

"A Method of Making a Social Survey of a Rural Commu-
nity," by Galpin.

The three samples in this appendix are considerably dif-

ferent in their purposes and technology. Sample ^ is a con-

densed schedule of a single problem placed upon a card that is

easily handled by the surveyor and from which the data is

easily tabulated. It was used for the purpose of sizing up a

general situation in a fairly specific way quickly. Sample 2 is

also condensed in form but is fairly exhaustive in content. It

is placed in the appendix as a sample of a schedule made from

the viewpoint of the field investigator. Schedule I is prepared

to collect the information that can be obtained from the "Ap-

proach to the House." Schedule II is prepared to collect the

data gathered by the surveyor after he enters the house. Sched-

ule III is prepared to collect further data from the outside of

the house which data the surveyor could not obtain until after he

had gotten on friendly terms with the occupant of the house.

Sample 3 is an elaborate schedule or questionnaire prepared to

73
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make an exhaustive study of a single type of institution. It is

prepared from the logical approach to the analysis of the situa-

tion. Twelve major questions are asked. Each of these ques-

tions is in fact a schedule but space is conserved by simply

designating them by Roman Numerals.

The type of card or sheet upon which data are gathered

is of significance for a number of reasons. The small sched-

ule, four by six inches or five by eight inches is best in every

way. It should be upon a light card board material. A sched-

ule so constructed is not likely to be torn and it is not cumber-

some to handle. Such a schedule, however, is more expensive

than the full sized shee' upon which the questions can be mime-

ographed rather th^^n printed or multigraphed. Furthermore the

full sized sheet of a lighter material is better in case it is de-

sired to use the schedule as a questionnaire to be filled by cor-

respondence.

The two notes at the beginning of Sample 3 and the inter-

liniar directions in Sample 1 are indices to the necessity of

specific instructions which should ?.ccompany the schedules un-

less the director of the survey is in a position to give personal

direction to the field work.
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Sample 2.

HOUSING SURVEY Schedule I—Approach to House

St. & No Name of resident

A The House: Wood, stone, brick, shack. No. Stories

Porch-f^G.F.B.* Back porch—G.F.B. Chimney—G.F.B. Spouting—
G.F.B. Roof—G.F.B. Paint—G.F.B. Fire escape

Yard sidewalk—G.F.B.

B Street : Paved, surfaced, dirt. Electric service

Telephone service Distance to fire plug

Street sidewalk—G.F.B.

c Location : Face street Alley Above
or below street level. Water drain toward or away from house

*G—good ; F—fair ; B—bad.

Sample 2 (Continued)

HOUSING SURVEY Schedule II—Inside the House

A Rooms : No List rooms by use

What rooms can't be reached without going thru bedroom
Use other than sleeping to which bedrooms

are put Beds per room
Kitchen and Din, room separate Conditions of

floors Walls papered, painted, neither. Does
water enter thru roof From surface

B Heating, Lighting, Ventilation : No. rooms heated

Furnace, stove, grate. Condition of flue Cracks around

doors windows panes missing

No. rooms without windows Use Family

sleep with windows open Any open now
Light: gas, electricity, oil. Is house dark now Cross

ventilation Have a telephone

c Plumbing: No. of sinks bath tubs

indoor lavatories. Water flush-G.B. Lavatory ventilated-G.F.B. Con-

nected with city sewer, cess pool. Plumbing leak

where

D Basement: Earth, brick, stone, cement. Damp, wet, dry. Does
overflow enter No. windows Used
for storage, fuel, living room, sleeping room

e Occupants : No. families dwellers

lodgers Children under 12 Over 12

Family income Years lived here Expect to

live here next year Why
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HOUSING SURVEY Schedule III—Outside the House

A Yard : Size of lot Per cent covered by buildings

Low, grassy, bare, littered up

B Outhouses : Stable Distance from house

Privy Distance from house connected

with sewer full screened

water tight box windows how often

cleaned

c Water Supply : City water Indoor- hydrant

Outdoor hydrant Used by how many families

Well Distance from house from

bam from privy Does water drain

into it walls tight how covered

condition of cover—G.F.B. Cistern filter

leaky

d Sewage : Sewer line in street house attached

trapped

E Sludge: How kept how disposed of

how often

F Garbage: How kept how disposed of

How often

G Rubbish : Where are tin cans, etc., placed

Where are ashes kept how dis-

posed of Manure pile

how disposed of how often

H Animals: Horses, cows, pigs, chickens. Where kept

I House: Owner of house Value $.

Tax assessment $ Rent paid $. .

.

Sample 3.

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RURAL CHURCH SURVEY

Notes: I. The word community means in general the territory

covered by the membership.

2. Please give accurate statements and data where possible ; other-

wise approximate and indicate by underscoring.

I Date

Name of the church

Location Open country or village

Name of village Denomination

Date of organization Is building a union

church? If so, what denominations use it?

No. of members at present 5 years ago
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... 10 years ago

No. of members attending regularly now Non-
active resident members No. non-resident

members No. of members under 18 years

of age ; boys girls No. of families in

church

II. Accessions During the Last Fiscal Ye.-'lR of Your Church—
By statement confession letter

Total

III. Losses During Year—

B\- death by letter dismissal

By dropping out of their own accord

Net loss or net gain

IV. The Sunday-School—
Has church one? Is it a union S. S.?

If so, what denominations ?

Average attendance No. of classes No.

of separate rooms for classes graded or

unifornt literature Have a

teachers' training class? No. of teachers who have

had pedagogical training No. who have had Bibli-

cal training

No. of church members who attend S. S No who
attend between the age of 12 and 13 boys

girls No. below 10 : boys girls

No. of months S. S. is open during the year

Time open No. of

organized classes

Amount raised for the support of the S. S. during the year

By what means was it raised ?

Do any of the classes have socials? If so, specify

the nature of these socials

Did the S. S. as a whole have a social or picnic during the year?

How many? How many did the separate classes

have Do the older people attend these socials

freely?

What seems to be the effect of these socials upon: (a) community

morals (b) neighborliness

(c) S. S. attendance
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Does the S. S. have a baseball team

or other form of play? If so give its character

Do any of the adult or senior classes study the life of Jesus in its re-

lation to modern social problems ?

Equipment: No. of adjustable seats No. of dif-

ferent size seats No. books in S. S. library

Value Are books well se-

lected? No. of maps Blackboards

Type of books Are books read ?

V. Young People's Societies—

Has church one ? Name
How often meet ? Do members

of other churches attend? Nature of work at regular

meetings

Enrollment Average attendance

Do the older people attend ? How many ?

Amount of money raised during the j'ear How
Raised

Does the society give any entertainments? If so, how
often ? Any club work ?

If so, of what sort ?

Does it have any athletic or recreational work? What
sort ? Is the social v.ork

successful ? What per cent o f members attend ?

VI. Other Organizations—

Is there a ladies' aid society? How often does it

meet ? Nature of its

work Do its

members ever meet together merely for a good time?

Enrollment

Is there a missionary organization ? Name
Nature of its work

Amount of money

raised per year How raised

How often does it meet ?

Give any facts of other organizations as men's clubs, etc., if there are

any
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VII. The Preacher—

Name Age
Is he a student ?- If so, where ?

Where is his home ? Distance

from this church Is he married

Education : High school Normal school

Denominational college

Seminary University Is

he a graduate of either ? Which ?

Preacher's Library: No. of volumes On history

Theology Sociology Agriculture

General Science

Literature

Has preacher had any training in Agriculture ?

Was he reared on a farm ? No. years been

preaching

Preacher's salary paid by this church By other

churches for which he preaches Does he

give all his time to preaching? Has he any other source

of income ? What
Number of years been preaching for this church

No. pastors this church has had in the last five years

Does pastor favor missions? Does he favor lectures

and other forms of public work in the church ?

What organizations is he a member of ?

What magazines does he take ?

VIIT. Church Building—
Value of church property No. of rooms in

building Condition of the building

When painted How long has church

been built ?

Method of heating of lighting

any church debt if so, how much ?

Do other organizations use church ? How
often during past year? What other

organizations ? Do you have

lectures in church ? Does church board approve ?

No. hours per week church is used for regular religious services

For other work

,
How large are the grounds ? What

condition ? Are picnics ever held on the grounds

?

How often are the grounds used exclusively

by the members of this church ?
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IX. Church Officers—
Number Names and ages

.

How often meet (on call or regular)

Is record of meetings kept ? What forces play the

most part in the selection of officers? (moral worth, wealth, politics,

willingness to serve, or could not find another)

Does the board or the whole church run the business?

Do the members show any interest in the business of the church?

How do they show that interest ?

X. Church Finances—
Is money raised by every member canvass or by subscription?.

Or is some other method used ? What ?

Are pastor's salary and all other expenses in one budget or separate?

Pastor's salary

Is it up to date in paying ? How much behind ?

Amount given to missions and benevolences: foreign missions....

Home missions Be-

nevolences church extension

All others

Does church receive outside help ? If so, how
much ? For what ?

From whom? When?
Total amount raised during last fiscal year

Did church have any building expenses ? How
much? Do the wealthier members bear a pro-

portional amount of the church expenses?

XI. The Preaching Service—
Preaching how often ? No. of

other churches the pastor serves Where

located

Where does pastor live ? Does pastor

give any week days to pastoral work? If so, how

many ?
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Does the church have preaching as often, oftener or less often than

any time in the last ten years ? Give change, if

any How many re-

vival meetings in the last five years Total

number of accessions Percentage of them from

S. S Per cent of these accessions remaining

faithful at present Pastor or evangelist hold

meetings No. of accessions

aX regular services during past year Are there

any attractions in community that prevent church attendance?

I f so, what

XII. The Community—
No. of churches in radius of four miles Names

An}' abandoned churches in radius of four miles? How many?
Names

Causes of abandonment

Do members put their membership with other churches in the com-

munity ?

Are there any families in your church part of whom are in some
other church ? No. of such families

What other church or churches are represented in such families?

Is there inter-church attendance?,

strife present ?
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have gone to town or city How many-

young men have gone from this church to town or city in last five

years ? How many of your members live in

Columbia ?*

Value of best home owned by any of your members

Value of best farm

Distance of church from nearest town

Name of town

No. of members who own automobiles No. own-

ing driving vehicles Do old or young people go to town

to church most ? How does the attendance of

old and young people compare ?

Has the automobile increased or decreased

the church attendance ? Has the automobile in-

creased the number of trips to town ? To what

town do they generally go ? Are the roads leading to

the church generally good or bad ? Is there a country

store near ? Do people congregate here for dis-

cussion ? ,

Write any additional information that you think might be of inter-

est

Columbia is the county seat town.
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